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A primary consideration in health care today is the
escalatinq cost of health services and the recognition that
there is need to ielentify wa.ys of deliverinq quality care at
a lover cost. u coapetition for scarce service dollars
qrov., the benefits of cond.ucting an evaluation of a
proqraals effectiveness are beccminq increasinqly apparent.
This stuely involved an evaluation of the Preschool
Health Check Program in the st. John's and. District Health
Unit utilizinq a descriptive methocloloqy anel focusing on
proqraa design and process to determine relevance, currency
and comprehensiveness. Five separate questionnaire. were
developed to elicit information concerninq the desiqn and
process of the proqraa frOll a variety of qroups includinq
Public Health Nurse., Referrinq Agencies, School Personnel,
Key Infonaants and Parents of Preschool Children. Preschool
health screeninq practices in other provinces were assessed
through adlainistratlon of a questionnaire to Representatives
of Provincial and Territorial Depart:llents of Health. A
coaputerized literature search was conducted relative to
pre.chool screeninq and the specific screening components of
vision, hearinq, behavior/emotion, speech/language and
development contained in the Preschool Health Check Prograa.
Program and follovup data were analyzed together with clinic
attendance statistics4
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To contribute to the utility of the evaluation and to
ensure that data analysis regardinq the interpretinq and
sumaarizinq of results vas not conducted in isolation, focus
qroup interviews were held with appropriate public health
nursinq personnel within the St. John's and District Health
Unit. As well, telephone contact was made with the Directors
of Nursing of the other Health Units in the province to
discus. the current status of the Preschool Health Check
Program in their area and to identify issues pertaining to
the Program.
A total of twenty-two recollUllendations were developed
based upon analysis of the findinqs from these data sources.
Of prillle consideration was the identification of a need to
develop a coordinated and comprehensive public health
nursinq assessment program for infant and preschool children
at risk which would tarqet those children identified at risk
durinq the infant and early preschool period.
It is anticipated that the recollUllendations resultinq
froll this Study will assist program managers in decision
making related to future resource allocation in the area of
child health proqrammi.ng.
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INTRODUCTION
Professionals in health, education and related fields
have long identified the need for screening, early detection
and prevention of conditions negatively affecting child
development, behavior and school performance. Preschool
screening is an attempt to identify children with current
developmental and other problems, given the assumption that
these problems will subseqlumtly interfere with school
perfonnance if they are not remediated. Estimates of the
prevalence of these problems vary from 15 - 30 percent
(Cadman et aL. 1987).
The perceived need for preschool screening evolved from
the recognition that many children who experience learning
problems also suffer related developmental, sensory,
physical, social-emotional or family problems. These
conditions appear to predate school problems and render
children more vulnerable to school failure. The patterns of
failure become more firmly entrenched over time.
Lichtenstein and Ireton (1984) report that case histories of
children with substantial problems typically reveal early
indications of their need for some special assistance.
These needs are often disregarded or receive insufficient
attention until a crisis state is reached. By then problems
have MCO•• sever., prospects tor remediation are less
hopetul and selt-sustaininq cycles develop: the failinq
child lacks expectations ot succe•• , losas aotivation,
withdraws tro. academic pursuits, and experiences turther
failure. The lonq-tera consequences involve societal costs
relative to services required (e.9. special education, child
welfare, corrections) and loss of productivity, coupled with
i_easurable personal losses in terms of intellectual and
social/emotional development.
An obvious alternative is to act sooner to provide
special help for these children through early intervention
programs. Hobbs (1975) describes the rationale for such
programs:
Prevention is more effective and more
economical, as a rule, than repair; it
is better to identify problems early and
correct them. promptly than to let them
qrow until a crisis reqL1ires action.
Indeed, for many developmental functions
(such as hearinq handicaps), undue delay
in treatment may lead to irreversible
developmental damaqe (pp. 89-90).
In order to pursue a policy ot early intervention,
children's problems must be identified at an early point
tha.t intervention can be implemented to chanqe the course of
the problematic situation or condition. Early
identification proqrams for preschool children are sponsored
primarily through the Department of Health or jointly
through proqrams co-sponsored by both the Department of
He.lth and the Department o~ Education. In NevfouncUand the
Public Health Nursing Division of the Department of Health
is responsible for the delivery of health promotion, health
protection and health prevention proqraas through Child
Health Clinic Services. since 1988, such services have been
provided to familie. with preschoolers through the
Preschool Health Check Program.
The Preschool Heal th Check Proqram is one component 0 f
the Provincial Health Check Progrlllll which involves a serie.
of health assessments targeting families with children aged
2 Jllonths, 4 months, 6 months, 12 months, 18 months and
preschool. The Preschool Health Check Program is delivered
by Public Health Nurses through Child Health Clinic Services
on a year round basis to all children approximately four
years of age. This program replaced the Health Assessment
at School Entry (HASE) Program which was conducted on
preschool children.
The Preschool Health Check Program is based upon a
special set of beliefs and values about preschoolers, their
parents, health and community health nursing (See Appendix
A). The goals of this program. include:
(1)
(2)
health promotion - To foster and reinforce the
achievement of healthy lifestyles, sound health
practices and behaviours, and positive adj-ustments
to developmental changes of preschoolers;
heal th protection - To protect preschoolers froll
selected environmental hazards, communicable
diseases, injuries and family violence:
(3) health problem prevention - To prevent and limit
the onset, duration and effect of specific health
problems of preschoolers and their families, as
well as early identification of health issues, and
(4) community support services - To facilitate the
development and use of appropriate services for
preschoolers and their families within the
community.
In developing this program the tarqet age group for the
assessment was set at 3 years 9 months to 4 years 2 months
in order to provide a balance between cooperation of the
child with the assessment procedures and the length of
follow-up time available prior to school entry. The
assessment was developed with flexiDility to permit the
assessment of any child prior to school entry (under age
six) with slight modifications/variations in assessment
procedures. The target population was to be accessed
through Child Health Clinic and postnatal follow-up records,
school registration, nursery school and day care centres,
promotion of the program at the 18 month Child Health Clinic
visit and through the media promotional activities.
The Preschool Health Check Program involves a 1 hour
assessment of the preschool child by a public health nurse.
The following components are assessed during this process:
history, immunization, nutrition, behavior/emotion, growth,
physical, vision, hearing, speech and lanquage, dental,
development and the need for anticipatory quidance. A
Pre.chool Health Check Manual has been developed to provide
quidance and. resources to assist the public health nurse in
conducting the preschool health assessment. The manual
provides a detailed description o~ the Preschool eealth
Check Program, its goals and quideline. and the beliets and
values upon which it is based. The manual outlines the
requirements of the clinic setting in wbich the program. is
to be conducted, provides an equipment list and supplies a
detailed description of the purpose and screening procedures
used to assess each component of the program. In addition,
samples of all fOrlllS and resources required are recorded,
well as suggestions for record keeping, filing and
quidelines for follow-up. A variety of resources are
available to supplame.nt the manual for training and
continuing education purposes.
Statement of the Problem
In Newtoundland prior to 1988, preschool health
screening by Public Health Nurses was conducted at age 3
years and again just prior to school entry; however, this
time frame was not consistent throughout the province.
Health regions providinq the 3 year old check up reported
that 3 year old children were difficult to screen and,
such, a siqniticant amount of nursing time was spent
rebookinq children to complete the assessment. Health
regions providinq assessments just prior to school entry
reported that children referred to various specialists for
follow-up were not able to access these services prior to
entering school as the time period was too short. Due to
inconsistencies in the delivery of the preschool assessment
program, data collection was compromised and the proqram
could not be properly evaluated. This scenario resulted in
a decision to standardize the method of preschool screening.
The age for assessment was changed to occur between the ages
of 3 years 9 months and 4 years 2 months. This change in
age resulted in changes with some of the screening
instruments. Such a process entailed review of the
literature and consultation with specialists to ensure both
accuracy and age appropriateness of the screening tools
chosen.
To ensure standardization regarding assessment content
and documentation format, a two-day training session for all
Public Health Nurses was conducted prior to the
implementation of the program in the Spring of 1988. As the
Department of Health had intended to evaluate the program
following a two-year implementation period, data regarding
outcomes of screening and follow-up were collected from all
Public Health Nurses in the Province. Due to lack of
resources, an evaluation of the Preschool Health Check
Proqram was not conducted as intended. Through object!ves
established by the Provincial Quality Assurance Committee of
the Department of Health, provisions were made to evaluate
the Preschool Health Check program in the St. John's and
District Health Unit during the Fall 1993.
Purpose of the Study
This Study involved an evaluation of the Preschool
Heal th Check program in the St. John's and District Health
Unit. Specifically, it evaluated the program design and
process to deter1lline relevance, currency and
comprehens i veness.
significance of the Study
A primary consideration in health care today is the
escalating cost of health services and the recognition that
there is a need to identify ways of delivering quality care
at a lower cost. As competition for scarce service dollars
grows, the benefits of conductinq an evaluation of a
program's effectiveness are becoming increasingly apparent.
The literature abounds with evidence that school problems
and associated difficulties are hard to treat once
established (Cadman et a1. 1988; Rewison 1982; Zigmond 1978)
and thus, predictions of risk, prevention and early
treatllent have beco•• important qoal& of hea1th and
education prote••ionals vorkinq with yoW\q children.
Through this prcqraa evaluation, data reqa.rding proqraa
desiqn and process were assessed and analyzed in relation to
preschool health assesSlllent. It is anticipated that the
resul ting recolllllendations will assist proqram. managers to
identify how effectively their dollars are beinq spent so
that decisions can be Illade reqardinq where such resource.
might be reallocated in the tuture.
Delimitations
This study i. delimited to conducting an evaluation of
the Preschool Health Check Proqram within the St. Jonn's and
District Health Unit through use of a descriptive
llethodoloqy. Partic:ul.ar emphasis was placed upon the
proqraa design and process. OUtcome measures were not able
to be specifical~y evaluated due to the long term nature of
health promotion outcomes and also due to the lack of
computerized data collection methods reSUlting in an
inability to track individuals, to effectively compare
results and to accurately extrapolate findings. Additional
attention va. focu.ed on the concept of pre.chool screening
in general and on the specific screening components
contained with.in the proqram.
L.i.m.itations
Several factors may have a l1m.it.inq effect on the
validity, reliability I and qeneralizability of the findi.nqs
of this Stu4y. These factors relate to: (1) time
restraints; (2) geographic focus; (3) variability .in the
age of chi.lc1ren screened; and (4) dependence on the
cooperation of respondents.
1. Time Restraints
Due to the short time frame of three months
al.lotted for this program evaluation, it was not
de_d possible to conduct face-to-face interviews
with focus group participants from the va.rious
population segments to be surveyed. Rather, the
majority of data were collected from these groups
through the a~inistration of telephone surveys
and mailed questionnaires. Focus group
interviews were conducted with Nurse Managers
and the Child Health/School Health Coordinator of
the st. John's and Cistrict Health Unit to discuss
issues specific to their roles.
2 . Geographic focus
The Study focused its attention on the
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areas/co_unities contained within the boundaries
of the St. John's and. District Health Unit
including St. John's, Kount Pearl, Bell Island,
Portugal Cove, Pouch Cove, Torbay, St. Phillips,
Paradise, Loqy Bay/Outer Covel KiddIe Cove,
Southern Shore. This Health Unit was one or tive
across the Province. As the qeographic focus of
this evaluation was contained within the
boundaries of the St. John's and District Health
Unit and because this Health unit encompassed a
predominant urban core with unique problems
relating to issues such as motivation o~ clients
to access preventive programs, increased mobility
of the popUlation between various localities
within the district boundaries, access to
referring agencies, etc., recommendations
reSUlting from this evaluation will not be
generalized to other Health Units within the
Province.
3. Variability in the age of children screened
The st. John's and District Health Unit
implemented the Preschool Health Check Program in
1988 according to the quidelines developed for the
screening of children aged 3 years 9 months to 4
years 2 months. This screening age vas maintained
until 1991 at vh.ieb time the Administration of the
Health Unit, upon review and analysis of clinic
statistics, made the decision to increase the
screening age to 4 years 4 months to 4 years 6
months for urban nursing districts within the
Health Unit. The rationale for this decision was
based upon a variety of factors inclUding: a
lengthy wait list for preschool screening
resul ting from a large percentage of children
requiring retests; the existence of several clinic
sites which were not adequate for screening (the
majority have since been upgraded/new sites
located); and the lack of relie.f for nursing staff
(ie. annual leave, sick ~eave, etc.). The
variance in the age of screening will be reflected
in data collected following the change in 1991
(ie. all data collection methods except clinic
statistics, outcome and follow-up program data).
Thus, results from the Public Health Nurse,
Parent, Referring Agency, School Personnel and Key
Informant Quentionnaires will reflect preschool
screening practices at 4 years 4 months to 4 years
6 months, not 3 years 9 months to 4 years 2 months
as the program was originally designed.
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4. Dependence on the cooperation of respondents
This study was dependent on the return of
mailed questionnaires.
Operational Definitions
Definitions of a number of tenu used in this Study are
provided to ensure their specific meaning in this context.
IUly I4ellt.ltlc&tloD
System.atic efforts to move up the point in time when
problems are identified. Early refers not to the child's
age as much as to the stage of the child's problem
(Lichtenstein and Ireton, 1984).
larly IllterreDtioD
The process of intervening at an early point to alter the
course of a problema.tic condition or situation (Lichtenstein
and Ireton, 1984).
Proc•••
The activities of a program which are designed to produce
change(s) in an individual.
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~_ ....a1uatio.
A planned sequence of steps or parts that all contribute to
arriving at a jUdqe.aent about the status or value ot the
activity (Diqnan. 1989) .
• cr-UDq
The activity ot searching for potential health problems
among apparently healthy individuals (cadman et.al.. 1987).
The pOpulation residing within the boundaries ot the cities
of St. John's and Mount Pearl.
aural.
Includes the populations contained within the boundaries of
the following coamunities/areas: Bell Island, portugal Cove,
Pouch Cove, Torbay, St. Phillips, paradise, Logy Bay/outer
Cove/KiddIe Cove, and the Southern Shore (Bay Bulls, Witless
say, Mobile, Tors Cove, Burnt Cove, St. Michael's, BaUline,
La Manche, cape Broyle, Admirals Cove, Calvert, Ferryland,
Aqua torte, Kin91llans Cove, cappahayden, portuqal Cove South,
Biscay Bay, Trepassey, Daniels Point. St. Shott's)
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orqanization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 b.as outlined the evaluation undertaken for
this Study in teras of its purpose and siqnificance,
limitations and deliaitAt.ions and operational definitions.
Chapter 2 pre.ent. an overview of the related literature.
The area of pre.chool screeninq i. explored, basic
assumptions presented and early iclentlfication and
intervention programs are reviewec!. The concept of
evaluation as it relates to health education and health
promotion proqrams i. presented aa well .s an historical
overvie'" of evaluation and exploration of backqround
principles. Proqralll evaluation is defined and its scope and
focus is reviewed together with ill discussion of specific
evaluation criteria and presentation of an evaluation
strateqy.
Chapter 3 outl!nes the design of the StUdy. Details
relating to placement and duration ot the Study iU'e
provided, the 1Il.ethodoloqy is discussed and the various data
colleetion .ethods utilized are presented. Information
reqardinq population and sample are provided, validity is
discussed and. deci.ions reqarding treatment of the data are
outlined. Chapter" t'ocuses on analysis of the data and is
divided into three major sections. The first section deals
with presentation of reviewed literature in terms of the
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various screening components - vision, hearing,
behavior/emotion, speech/language and development. The
second section includes a description of each questionnaire
and a detailed reporting of the results obtained from the
acblinistration of each questionnaire. The final section
reviews clinic attendance statistics and outcomes of
screening and follow-up. Chapter 5 includes the swa.mary,
conclusions and recommendations. This information is
presented in a discussion format in which recommendations
for action flow from the discussion. Recommendations for
further research are also provided.
UVIn OJ' ULAn)) L:tftU1'11U
Preschool Screaninq
During" the past tventy years, preschool screeninq haa
received a tremendous i!l.lIlOunt of attention, resultinq in the
pUblication ot countless books and articles on the SUbject,
as veIl as the development of nWlleroua screeninq tools.
Accordinq to Feiqhtner (1990), moat researchers tend to
focus their attention on three to tive year old children and
on specific develop.ental factors that may affect subsequent
school performance and .behaviour. Probl... of child
development, behavior and school programs have been
identified as major components of childhood morbidity in
Korth America (Nader, 1975; Nader et a1. 1981; Green, 1983;
Boyle et a1. 1985).
Accurate data describinq the prevalence of school
performance problems are difficult to obtain as estimates
are affected by the socioeconomic status of the populations
studied, the definition of "school problems" employed in the
study, as veIl aa the staqe in the child I s education when
outcome. are lIleasured. Estimate. of the prevalence of
school perfonaAnce probltllllJl cited in the literature range
froa a low of 6t (Barn•• , 1985) to ill. high of 30t (Cadman et
17
ill. 1987) with numerous estimates in the 15 to 30\ range
(Nader and Brink, 19B1; Boyle et al. 1985). These problems
have received an enormous amount of attention due to the
high value society places on education and school
performance.
Basic Assumptions
The concept of preschool screening has been motivated,
in large part, by the following assumptions (Feiqhtner,
1990; LiChtenstein and Ireton, 1984):
1. that children with developmental problems can
accurately be identified as the problems are initially
emerging, or before clinical manifestation;
2. that early intervention produces it. significant positive
effect, and.
3. that early identification and intervention programs can
be implemented without prohibitive or exorbitant costs
and may prove more economical than the treatment of
long-standing problems.
Early Identification and Intervention Programs
Articles relating to preschool assessment, preschool
development and early identification and intervention
programs for preschool children number well into the
thousands when both medical an<i educational literature are
reviewed. Lichtenstein and Ireton (1984) as well as
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Frankenburq (1985) have published an exhaustive review of
the literature and data concerning preschool screening.
They report that in general, aeasureme.nt instrwae.nts are
inadequately evaluated and ot the studies that claim to
a.sess proqraa and intervention, few hillve been co.parative
and only thre. have employed. ill trial desiqn. Most proqraas
dOCUlDented, 11ke the Head Start Proqraa, bave been
population-ba••d and tarqeted. at disadvantaged qroups
(Brofenbrenner, 1974; Mann et illl., 1978: Chang at al., 1979;
Zigler and Valentine, 1979). Although analysis of such
programs can a••i.t in reviewing the impact of
interventions, extrapolation is necessary to assess the
value of similar approaches for children identified in other
ways. Fev studi•• focus on evaluatinq interventions aimed
at individuals identified throuqh preschool screening' a.s
ha.vinq problUlS.
A nUllber of proqraas are aaed at improving either
specific or general deficits in school performance. Within
this groupinq, readinq performance received the widest
attention, althouqh accordinq to Feiqhtner (1990), only two
lIlethodoloqically acceptable studies could be identified froll
the literature. Both of these studies involved specific
interventions for school-aqed children and while the results
are pro.iainq, they do not provide sufficient evidence for &
g.n.rali~ed adaptation of such strategies as interventions
,.
(Arnold et a1. 1977: Gittleman and Feingold, 1980).
The literature descri..})e. only one randomized controlled
trial to assess early detection combined with int~ention
in a preschool population (cadman et &1.., 1981). The
researchers studied a public health preschool child
developmental proqraa in Ontario. At this clinic PuDlic
ae.lth Nurses adJllinistered. a qen.ral health interview,
determined immunization status, tested hearing and. vision
and administered the Denver Developmental Screening Test
(OOST). For this study, children at the COST "station" were
randomized to one ot thr.e qroups: the COST, counselling,
referral and follow-up group; the COST only qroup: or the no
OOST group. Results of this study demonstrate that the
screening, counsellinq, referral and follow-up proqraa vas
not effective in ••eting the qoals of improving school
performance, developmental attainment or
behavioral/eaotional outcomes for children in early school
year.. At the end of the third school year, no differences
were found betwe.n positive screenees in the intervention
group and the no intervention group based upon individual
academic aChievement, cognitive and developmental tests.
Furthenacre, an increased rate of parental worry was
evidenced by parent. of children who received the
intervention program of counselling, referral and follow-up.
The authors acknowledged that sucb worry may be interpreted
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as appropriate awareness or as a potentially harmt'ul
labellinq effect wblch may represent a cOlIIDI.on side effect of
-ass screening (Johnston et al., 1984).
Proqrall Evaluation
In this ••ction the concept of evaluation as it relates
to health education and health promotion proqralllS will be
presented. An overview of the historical development of
evaluation 1s provided through a review of background
principles underlying evaluation. Program evaluation is
defined, its scop. and focus is discussed, specific
evaluation criteria are reviewed and an evaluation strategy
i. outlined.
Historical o.yclopmcnt
Systeaatic, data-based evaluations are a relatively
modern developllent coinciding with the growth and refinement
of social researcb methods as well as with ideological,
political and demoqrapbic changes durinq this century.
COlD.itlllent to the systematic evaluation ot proqrams in such
tields as education and public health can be traced to
eftorts at the turn of the century to provide literacy and
occupational traininq by the most eltective and economical
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_ana and to reduce .ortality and morbidity from infectious
diseases (Fleck, 1961).
As far back as the 1930' s there were social scientists
wbo advocated the application of rigorous social research
methods to the ass.sSIIlent of proqraas (Freeaan, 1977). Its
eaploY1lent increased during World War II wben Stouffer and
bi. associates worked with the o.s. Army to develop
continual monitoring of soldier moral. and to evaluate
personnel and propaganda pol ieies. At the same time, a host
of smaller studi•• assessed the efficacy of price controls
and campaigns to modify American eating habits (Rossi and
Fr••aan, 1982).
The period i.mmediately following World War II saw the
beginning of large-scale proqrams designed to meet needs for
urban develop1le.nt and housing, technoloqical and cultural
education, occupational training and preventive health
activities. It was also during this time that lllajor
collDl.itments were IUde to international programs for :family
planning, health and nutrition and cOllUllunity development.
Expenditures were huge i!lnd consequently ware accompanied. by
demands for knowledqe of results.
By the end of the 1950'5, large-scale aVi!lluation
programs were co_onplace (Blalock, 1976). Knowledqe of the
methods of social research, includinq tha survey and complex
statistical procedure. became widely known. CO)llputer
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technoloqy made it possible to conduct widespread studies
and undertake sophisticated statistical analyses. Durinq
the 1960 IS. papers and books on the practice of evaluation
ru.arch also qrew draaatical.ly. By the late years of the
decade and. into the 197Q I 5 evaluation research had become a
growth industry. Books, journals and. periodicals
chronicling evaluation research were published, inclUding
Evaluation Nay., Evaluation and the HeAlth pratt•• ignal,
JQurnal ot Evaluation and Program Planning and Ifml
pirectigns tor Program Evaluation.
The proliferation of pUblications and conferences, the
formation of a protessional association - The Evaluation
Research Society and special sessions on evaluation studies
at the .eetings of acadeJllic and practitioner qroups are
testimony to the rapid development of the field. Such
efforts to improve. refine and refor1ll evaluation activities
continue today. Cronbach (1990) states that "evaluation has
beco•• the liveliest frontier of American social science".
While there is continuity in the development of the
evaluaticn field, a definite chanqe has occurred. In 1963.
Schuaan's definition of evaluaticn research as lithe
application of social research technique. to the study of
large-scale human .ervice proqrams" was useful and
SUfficient. Today however, it is clear that evaluation
research is more than the application of methods. It is
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also a political and managerial activity, an input into the
c~lex :.osaie tor which policy decisions and allocation tor
the planning, desiqn, implementation and continuance of
proqrUlS to better the bUlllall condition exists. In this
sense, evaluation research needs to be seen as an integral
part of the social. policy and puDlic administrative
movementa.
Definitign
Evaluation is a term which can have a variety of
.eaninga. The myriad ot use. ot evaluation lDay make the
basic meaning obscure. The literal meaning of the verb "to
evaluate" is to estimate the value ot some object or
activity. When applied. to health education and health
pro.oticn proqrama. evaluation is a planned sequence of
step. or parts that all contribute to arriving
at a jUdgement about the status or value of the activity
(Diqnan, 1989). Simply stated, evaluation is a process of
inquiry into the performance or a proqrut.
Accordinq to Diqnan and Carr (1987), this definition
include. three concepts that are basic to understandinq
evaluation. First, evaluation is inquiry. FleXibility is a
key element to prcducinq evaluations that address important
questions about proqrams. Second, eva1uation i. focused on
2.
a••••lling the performance of a proqram. The third concept
is that evaluation is usually based on ill standard of
comparison. Translating this concept into action is oftEm
the most challenging task because to be effective,
evaluation must focus on ill clear indicator of succe.s or
failure of the proqra.. Such indicators are developed as an
answer to the .ost basic evaluation question: What would we
expect to observe if the proqraa functioned as intended?
The answer .iIlY focus on outcomes such as increased
knowledge, better acc••s to services, healthier lifestyles
or Ilany other chang•• , dependinq upon the specific goals and
Objectives of the proqra-. (Green and Levis, 1986).
Role of Eyaluation
The role of evaluation in the life of a proqram may
vary. However, according to weiss (1982), two basic roles
are implied. by the terms formative and 9um:1lative evaluation
and the distinction between these two types of evaluation
lie. in the motiva.tion tor the evaluation.
Formative Evaluation
Foraative or lRonitorinq evaluation determine. the
extent to wbich the plan of action is implemented as
2.
d.signed - it is intended t.o generate feedback for the
developaent of a proqra.m.. Formative evaluation occurs at
various intervals throughout the aplementation process.
Accorcling to a position paper developed by the Association
of Registered Nur••• of He~oundland 1992 entitled "Proqraa
oevelopaent and Evaluation in Nursing Practice-, a tonaative
evaluation i. required:
where program qrants are awarded,
where projects are implemented for the first tim.,
and vhere major changes occur in the environment
concurrently with proqram implementation or as a
result of' the proqraa (i .•. , econ01lic cutbacks,
introduction of a new technology, etc.).
Summa.tive :evaluation
Sumaative or effectiveness evaluation is intended to
judge the performance of a proqram that is developed and
iJaple.ented. It deter1lines the extent to which the program
objectives have been achieved. sWllDlative evaluation occ:ur.
at the completion ot the implementation ot the proqram.
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Scope of Eyaluation
Purposes and Uses
Eval.uation aay be undertaken for a variety of reasons
(CbeliJuky, 1978)-- tor manaqement and administrative
purposes. to as•••• the appropriateness ot' prograa chang•••
to identity ways to improve the delivery of interventions,
or to m.eet the accountability requirements of funding
groups. It may be undertaken tor planninq and policy
purposes, to t.st innovative ideas on how to deal with human
and cOlIIIII.unity problems, to decide whether to expand or
curtail proqrams and to support aclvoc:ac::y ot one proqram as
opposed to another. Pinally, evaluation may be undertaken
to test a particular social science hypothesis or a
professional practice principle. Regardless of the purpose
tor the evaluation, the key is to desiqn and i.mpl_ent an
evaluation that is as objective as po••ible so as to provide
a tina Assessaent that would. be unchanged if the evaluation
vera replicated by the same evaluator or conducted. by
another qroup. Rossi, Freeman and Wriqht (1979) note that
not only do evaluations differ according to their purpose,
the uses to which they are put also vary.
Regardless of the point of view takan, Diqnan (1986)
.tate. that several que.tions are basie to prograa
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evaluation:
1. Should this program be continued in its present
form?
2. How can practices and procedures be improved?
3. What methods or activities produce the best
results?
4. Can this program work in other places?
5. How much money should be spent on this program?
6. Do the results of the evaluation support or
refute the theory underlying program efforts
toward effecting change in the target population?
Levels of Evaluation
It is common to think of evaluation as always being
concerned with measuring such things as how well individuals
learned something or changecl their behaviour. Some programs
however, may be evaluated by counting the number of persons
served, while other programs consider how well they fit in
with related proqrams serving the same community.
Evaluation can be focused on different aspects of the
program, the people it serves, or the overall system of
health care (Dignan, 1989).
Blum (1974) cites six levels of evaluation which are
arranged in order of difficulty and in order of depth of
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assess.ent of proqram accomplishments. The job of the
evaluator changes with movement "up" the level as the number
of factors increase and the questions become more abstract.
(See Figure 1).
'iqur. 1 Ley.I. of lValuatiop
SYSTEM APPROPRIATENESS
OUTCOMES
EFFECTIVENESS
EFFICIENCY
STANDARDS
ACTIVITY
a.ctivity: The first level encompasses the collection
of evidence that demonstrates whether the program is going
on as planned. Evaluation is focused on whether personnel
are in place to conduct the program and whether the
necessary activities involved in accomplishing program
objectives are being carried out. This level is often used
to keep administrative tabs on developing programs and is
usually followed by more extensive scrutiny of program
activities .
• tu4ar4.: Evaluations seek to determine whether the
program is functioning as designed according to standards.
The standards used in assessment on this level usually lead
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to consideration of accessibility of the program to the
target population, control over costs and other criteria
measures of the delivery of services.
Bf'flciellCYI Program efficiency in health education and
health promotion, accordinq to Dignan (1986), is "determined
by the provision of planned services to a sufficient number
of individuals utilizing predetermined resources and
personnel". The question posed is straight forward: Is the
outcome reasonable in light of the resources invested?
.:ff.etlv.n••• : This is a very important and
challenging focus of evaluation. Evaluation of
effectivenf!ss asks if the program's activities are producing
the results promised. Questions are based upon the program
objectives.
auteo•• validity; When evaluation is focused on
outcome validity, the questions asked are directed at the
effects of the program as a whole. The question is not
whether the program objectives were met, but whether meeting
the objectives resulted in the outcome planned i.e. whether
the program produced what was expected.
09'.rall .Y81;_ appropriat..n... This is the most global
focus for evaluation. rt assesses how well the program fits
with programs with similar goals, how well the program fits
with the system of community health programs, and the ertent
to which the goals of the program are "good" for society.
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Focus of Evaluation
Reqardless of the purpose or level of evaluation, it
should be focused. in terms ot:
1. the types of information that will be accepted
as evidence of the effects of the proqram:
2. the role or roles that the results of the
evaluation may play in the operation of the
proqra.m.;
J. the extent of the n••d to protect the evaluation
from bias:
4. the type or types of criteria that viII be used in
the evaluation (Dignan and Carr, 1987).
Evaluation Criteria
Criteria used in evaluating a proqram are the standards
against which a program' 5 performance is measured.
Standards may be planned into the proqram. as part of the
objectives, introduced as a result of funding from an
outside source, or they llIay be determined administratively
based on agency expectations (Weiss, 1982). Thus, a
critical component ot the evaluation process involves the
decision regarding evaluation criteria. The literature
indicates two types of evaluation criteria in community
health: criteria specifying effects on clients of the
agency and criteria specifying effects on the agency itself.
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Perhaps the most co_on types of evaluation criteria
are those dealing with the effects proqrams have on their
clients. Gr••n (1977) not•• that in b.ealth education,
evaluation criteria should be focused on effects on clients
eincluding all the different coaponents of behaviour
changes). Evaluation criteria dealinq with effects on
agencies are rell!lt~ to institutional changes that have
occurred as a result of the implementation of a program
(Diqnan and Carr, 1987). These criteria are usually
oriented toward the agency and statf members' relationsnip
with clients.
Regardless of whether evaluative criteria address
changes in the client or the agency, all evaluative criteria
should deal clearly with process, impact, and/or outcome.
(Blalock and Blalock, 1976). Process is the term used to
describe the activities of a proqram that are designed to
produce behavioral change(s) in the client. Impact is the
specific effect on the client resulting from program
activities. OUtcomes are the effects that the impact of the
program aay have on the client over time (Shortell and
Richardson, 1978).
Evaluation can be designed to assess process, impact
and/or outcomes. When evaluation is directed toward
process, the assWllption is that it the process is as
designed, then the etfect on the client is predictable. For
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this reason, in addition to the tact that it is otten much
e.sier to evaluate process than impact or outcom. . , many
adainistrators who ask for proqraa evaluat.ion desire process
evaluation (Bayes, 1986) ..
I.lD.pact evaluation is designed to determine whether the
aethods and activities used in the proqraa resul.t.ed in the
d••ired. iaaediate chanq•• in the client. Green, Kreuter,
Deeds and Partridge (1980) report that. impact evaluation is
the most. important type of evaluation of health education
and health promotion activities and should always b. a
primary focus for proqram evaluators.
OUtcome. are usually the lIlost dittlcul t to evaluate as
they involve follow-up consultation of clients and
assesSllleJ\t of their application of the proqram content
(Green and Lewis, 1986) ..
Proqrall objectives specify evaluative criteria (Bayes,
1986) . Planning for evaluation as a part of proqram
planninq encourage. the formulation of sound objectives. If
the.e objective. are thoughtfUlly and carefully developed,
evaluation will be facilitated. To be useful in evaluation,
objectives must specify the behaviours or accomplishments to
be eXAIIlined and how the behaviour or accomplishment is to be
lIleasured.
3J
An EValuation stnt.gy
Through the previous sections of this literature revie'"
the researcher h.as attaapted to lay a foundation of
infor-ation about evaluation. To a.••ist in an effective
proqraD. evaluation, Diqnan and carr (1987) have developed
five essential basic steps:
1. Clarify goals and objectives
2. Determine evaluative criteria
3. Select appropriate dasiqn
4. Plan for data collection
5. Plan data analysis and reporting.
Accordinq to this strategy, the first step in program.
evaluation is to produce a detailed description of the
proqram as it currently exists and to specify the objectives
with wbich the program operates. Once the objectives have
been established and the program has been described in
sufficient detail to be thoroughly understood, evaluation
criteria can be determined. If the proqram plan was
conceived and written with care, this step is simplified.
The key to developing useful evaluation criteria is to
design them so that no confusion exists about measurement or
data collection and interpretation is clear.
Once criteria are determined, procedures for conducting
the evaluation can be developed. As mentioned previously.
J'
many diLlerent desiqns may be applied. In developing
evaluation procedures, the desiqn of the evaluation must be
selected and all tasks and issues relating to conducting the
evaluation must be addressed. The fourth step in this plan
is to collect data to assess the extent to which the
evaluation criteria have been met. The key to successful
completion of this phase is systematic collection of data.
Following data collection, the procedures which were
specified in the third step for analysis can be applied.
The basic question to be answered by the analysis is how the
data collected from the program compared with the evaluation
criteria. The analysis should indicate where the program
met criteria for success as well as identifying components
that need improvement.
The report should be organized to explain how the
program was evaluated, what questions were to be addressed
and what was the outcome. The intended readers of the
report must be taken into consideration when writing the
report. It is generally most important to discuss the
effects the program had on the target population and the
extent to which goals and objectives of the program were
reached.
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Conclusion
The reviewed literature has focused on the issues
pertaining to preschool screening in qeneral and the
•••u.ptions underlying early identification and intervention
proqraas. The basic aasuaption that unr..ed.iated problems
becoae .cre serious and more intractable over tiae i.
generally accepted. Given this asswaption, the value of
early identification hinges upon the ability to accurately
identify children with such. problems and to provide remedial
services at an affordable cost.
The Pre.chool Health Check Program. offered through the
Provincia1 Depart:lU.nt of Health's Public Health Nursing
Division, involving a health assessment of preschool
children is also based upon specific beliefs and values. To
as.ist in evaluatinq this program, the researcher conducted
a. review of proqraa evaluation literature relative to health
education and health promotion prcqrams.
DignAn (1989) d.etines evaluation of health related
proqralUl as a planned sequence of steps or parts that all
contribute to arrivinq at a jUdqement about the stat.us or
value of the activity. This definition can be simplified. to
de.cribinq evall.lation as a process of inquiry into the
performance of a prograJI. To determine the role of an
evaluation, formative and summative evaluation were outlined
).
and the aotivation tor each in the lit. of a program was
explored. Basic questions eommon to all proqraa evaluations
were presented and various level. of proqraJD evaluation were
provided fro. the 1974 work of Blum. Evaluative criteria
were discussed and an evaluation strategy developed by
Diqnan and carr (1987) was examined. The combination of
this aaterial serves to provide a good theoretical
background for tile evaluation ot the Prescnool Health Check
Program.
OB8ra 01' '!D 8'l"UDY
Placement and Duration
This Study took place in the community Health Division
ot the Department of Health, West Block Confederation
Building during the period of time August 2, 1993 to October
29, 1993 inclusive. As Research Assistant for the Project,
the researcher worked under the direction of the Provincial
Quality Assurance Subcommittee on Public Health Nursing in
the Department of Health.
Methodology/Data Collection
This Study involved a descriptive model of research in
which the objective for the Study (stated in Chapter 1) was
met through a variety of data collection methods. A
comprehensive review of current public health/medical and
educational literature and data (MEDLINE and ERIC computer
searches) was conducted relative to the specific screening
components contained within the Preschool Health Check
Program (i.e. vision, hearing, speech/language,
behavior/emotion and development). Preschool Health Check
Proqrall outcome and follow-up data tor the 1990-1991 fiscal
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year were analyzed toqether with Preschool Health Check
clinic attendance statistics for the same time period.
Preschool health screening practices in other Provinces were
docuzaented and the design and. process ot the Preschool
Health Check Proqra.m were determined through the
adainistration of! specific questionnaire. to Public Health
Nurses, various School Personnel, Reterrinq Agencie. and
siqnificant Key Informants. In addition, a telephone survey
was conducted to elicit parent response to the proqram. The
R8qional Directors ot Nursing :for each Health Unit within
the Province were contacted by telephone to ascertain an
update reqard!nq the status of the Preschool Health Check
Proqraa in their region. Nurse Hanagers and the Child
Health/School Health Coordinator with the st. John's and
District Health unit participated. in focus group interviews
following preliminary analysis of the questionnaire data, to
discuss in detail. specific issues relating to the program..
copies ot questionnaires, surveys and the guidelines for the
focus group interview are contained in Appendix B.
Population/SaJIlple
Public HeAlth Nurse oue.tiQnnair9
The PuJ)lic Health Nurse QUestionnaire was mailed to all
PuDlic Health Nur•• :r I s (PHNI I s) in the formtlr St. John I s
3'
and District Health Unit who conducted Preschool Health
Check Clinics on a regular basis (0-32).
Referring Agency Questionnaire
A total of thirty-eight (38) questionnaires were mailed
to a stratified sample comprising health professionals from
those agencies to whom Public Health Nurses refer children
from the Preschool Health Check Program.
School Personnel Questionnaire
The School Personnel Questionnaire was mailed to a
proportional stratified sample of fifty-eight (58) education
professionals representing both urban and rural schools and
major school boards within the boundaries of the st. John's
and District Health unit.
Key Informant Questionnaire
The Key Informant Questionnaire was mailed to a small
convenience sample (0"9) of individuals working in arQas
related to child dQvelopment and intervention.
Parent Ouestionn,},ire
The ParQnt Questionnaire was administered by the
researcher via telephone interviews to a total of seventy
(70) parents of children born in 1987 who attended thQ
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Preschool Health Check prior to starting- kindergarten in
1992 and who were in Grade 1 during Fall 1993. This random
sample included a rural/urban mix ot 20/50.
Inter-Provincial survey
An Inter-Provincial Survey was sent to Provincial and
Territorial Departments of Health (Community Health
Division) .
Validity
Items in each of the questionnaires were initially
developed based upon a review of related literature and the
researchers own experience as a Publ1c Health Nurse who has
had several years experience associated with the delivery of
the Preschool Health Check Program. Additional assistance
regarding refinement of questionnaire items in terms of
content, clarity. precision and appropriateness was
requested and received from: the Provincial Parent and Child
Health Consultant, the Provincial Director of PuDlic Health
Nursing, members of the Provincial Quality Assurance
Subcommittee on Public Health Nursing, and Nurse Managers
and the Child Health/School Health Coordinator with the st.
John's and District Health Unit. Revisions were based upon
the input from these content experts.
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Treatment of Data
Each of the questionnaires was reviewed and a data
entry coding scheme was developed. A separate database file
and proqram. was created for each qroup of questionnaires.
The coded information was then entered into the computer and
descriptive statistics were tabulated through use of the
SPSS-PC Proqram.
Focus group discussions with the Nurse Managers and the
Child Health/school Health Coordinator were tape recorded.
Major themes and implications for program delivery were
extracted from. the recording and included in the discussion
of results.
The Provincial Quality Assurance Subcommittee on Public
Heal th Nursing reviewed the methodology and instruments for
the Preschool Health Check Program Evaluation.
ADL'l'8Z8 01' ~ DAn
This chapter provides an overview of methodologically
sound studies pertinent to the specific screening components
of the Pre.chool Health Check Proqram (vision, hearing,
behavior/_otion, speech/language and development). This i.
followed by a presentation or the description and results
tor each at the .ix que.tionnaire. developed tor this Study:
Public Health Nurse; Reterrinq Agency; School Personnel ; Key
Informant; Parent, and Inter-provincial. Preschool Health
Check Clini.c Attendance Statistics tor 1990-1991 and 1990-
1991 Outcomes of the screeninq and Follow-up Data are
presented and discu••ed in this chapter. Implications of
the.e r.sults are incorporated into the discussion and
reco_endationa included in Chapter 5.
Screening Components
Vision Scrogning
The qoal of preschool vision screening is to detect
children with visual problems for which early treatment is
nece••ary to achieve a good outcome (Ruttum and Nelson,
1991). Preschoolers are usually unaware of their problem
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because they are too iJm:ature to recoqnize that limitations
or change. in their vision are abnonaal., or they are suply
unable to verbalize their probl... Parents of aftected
children rarely detect the presence of reduced. vision as, in
most ca.... there are no external siqns suqq••t!nq an
abnormality and there are no symptoms (Brierley, 1986).
According to Appelbloom 1985, preschool vision screening is
justified as vision problems me.t many of the criteria for
screening - they are highly prevalent, affect well-being,
are correctable, are detectable by valid, reliable and
acceptable tests at a reasonable cost, and children with
detected problems can be treated with good results. By
detecting visual impairments in preschool children, adequate
therapy can be initiated thereby correctinq deficits that
may otherwise interfere with the child' s development,
academic and social achievement and socialization.
Vision screening for preschool children is priaarily
aimed at detecting three conditions: refractive errors
(myopia, hyperopia and astiqaatism); amblyopia and
strabL-au. (Appelblooa. 1985; Friendly, 1987). Based. on
data fro. two Ontario cOllUllunitie. where preschool screening
has occurred, the prevalence of visual defects is probably
in the range of 10' (F.ightner, 1990). Research indicate.
that J.t of preschool chilclren exhibit hyperopia or
astiq'llatisa (Pletcher, 1982; Appelbloom, 1985; Prienclly,
••
~987}. Amblyopia which generally results in a unilateral,
proqressive deterioration of visual acuity if untreated, has
a preva1e.nce of between 2\ and. .\ in children aqed " to 6
years (cross, 1985; Friendly, 1987). Early intervention,
preferably before age 5, can reverse visual deticits in
whole or in part. This reversibility diminish•• with age
and Ulblyopia is ••••ntially untreatable beyond 8 years of
age (Brierley, 1986). Strabismus, with a prevalence of 2.4t
in pre.chool children, occurs predominantly before age 5
years ana require. early detection to derive the qreatest
benefit froa treatment (cross, 1985).
A review of the literature yielded one Illethodoloqically
sound study addressing the issue of the effects at preschool
vision and hearing screening (Feldman, sackett, Milner and
Gilbert, 1980). This study, conducted in ontario, looked at
whether preschool children who had been screened for vision
and bearinq defects had fewer problems 6 to 12 months later.
The stUdy demonstrated that vision screeninq was associated
with 50' fewer vision problems overall and 79' fewer
moderate to severe vision problems 6 to 12 months after the
.5
nearing Screening
When quotinq prevalence rate. for hearing' d._ticit.,
ause ba careful to distinguish batween reports of transitory
hearinq problems associated with upper respiratory
infections and those hearinq problems which persist over
time. Preschool bearinq deficits severe enough to require
spacial care are reported to be in the ranqe of 3\:, while
report. of h ••rinq deficits resultinq from. a Binqle
as••s..-nt are IS," (Feigbtner, 1990).
Cross (1985), reports that the overwhelainq majority of
hearinq deficits found in prescbool and school-age children
are conductive 10•••• resultinq trOll midcUe ear disease, and
at any qiven tillle about 5\ to 7\ of children aqe 5 to 8
years have a 2S-db bearinq loss, usually a selt-liJllitinq
complication of otitis media with middle ear effusion. Only
a a..ll proportion of new school-age cases result in serious
long t.~ complications due primarily to chronic .idcUe ear
effusion or previously undetected sensorineural deficits.
ae._arch indicate. that th_ greatest screening banefit
is the detection of hearing 10s8 resulting fro.
sensorineural deficits or recurrent otitis .edia betwe.n
birth and 3 years as this is the ti.e in which spe.ch and
language skills develop (Bhattacharya et a1., 1986; Wilcox
et al., 1986). It i. believed that early treatment of
••
hearing loss may perait the developmant of norma1 language
a.nd pyschosocial skills and thus most experts race_end
screeninq infants beqinninq at birth (Bhatbcharya et &1..
1984; parvinq, 1985: Riko et &1., 1985: Brooks, 1986;
Prager at &1., 1987). Woolf (1990), state. that it is
reasonable to a.sume, on the basis of existincJ data, that
early correction of hearinq i.mpairlll.Rnt before 3 years of age
i. of so.e clinical value especially for children with signs
of marked hearing impairment.
As previously noted, hearing screening in preschool and
school-age children detects a larqer proportion of
conductive hearing lo••es due to serous otitis media with
.iddle ear effusion. The major justification for detecting
middle ear disease is to prevent chronic damage to the
middle ear with associated hearing loss and difficulties in
language development and learning (Hall, 1989). However,
there exists a paucity of reliable studies measuring such
aed-ical and educational risks. Profound hearing loss
clearly affects lanquage development and learning. Research.
is less clear as to whether the mild, transient hearing loss
associated with middle ear effusion h.as any effect on
language or learning. Lyon and Lyon (1982) report that
while many hearing lo••e. are tran.ient and remedial, it
undetected and untreated they may have long term
iaplications. Maw (1987), reports that disorders of the
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middle ear aay ultimately lead to established hearing loss.
Te.le at a1. in a 1984 controlled study, reported lanquaqe
delay at 3 years ot age in children documented to have bad
traquent Diddle ear effusions. A controlled study by
Felcman at a1. (1980) addressed the _tract ot preschool
acreeninq for vision and bea.rinq. This stUdy concluded. that
kinc1erqarten children who received audiometric screening bad
the sa.ae prevalence ot hearinq disorders 45 to 12 months
atter the testing liS children without the screening. One
must be cautious, however, in interpreting the results of
this stUdy as it was desiqned to look at the rate ot
prabl... detected. in a scre.ned group versus a qroup who had
not been screened rather than to examine the impact ot
defects on school performance. Most hearing deficits
detected at this age are self-limiting episodes of acute
otit.is aedia with affusion that. spontaneously resolve within
6 to 8 weeks (cro•• , 1.985; Brooks, 1986; Belllllan, 1.986).
Given that the critical period of lanquaqa develop.ent has
passed by this aq., the.e episodes appear to have little
apact on educational perfortDance and research indicates
that detection of such cases is mora likely to qenerate
parental anxiety and vi.its to the paediatrician (Feldman _t
aI., 1.980; Cros., 1985).
In a 1990 backqround article entitled "screening for
Hearinq Illpall118nt- prepared for the Canadian and U. s.
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Preventive Health Task Porces, Dr. S.B. wooly stated:
·screening tor bearincJ ilIlpairment sbould be
pe.rfo~ on &1.1 high-risk neonat... 81gh-risk
children not tested at birth shoul.d be screened
before age 3. There is insldflcient evidence to
reea-end. for or against hearing 8creeninq of
asymptaaatic children beyond age 3. Abnonu.l test
result. in pre.choolers and school cbildren would
be confiraed by repeat testing at appropriate
intervals, a.ncl all confirmed ca••• identified
through acreeninq should be referred for ongoing
aUdioloqical a •••••ment, selection of hearing
a.ids, faaily counselling, psychoeducational
manage-ent and periodic medical evaluation- p.
345.
Behavioral/Emotional scre.ning
Probl... of child. development, behavior, scheol
proqress and their associated difficulties have been
e.tiaated to affect froll 15' to 30," of young children and
consWlle larg_ amounts of health, education and social
services in their treatment and remediation (Nader et al.,
1982: Green 1983: Boyle et aI., 1985). These problems,
which frequently i.JII,pact on the long-ter- well-being of
children and their faJll.ilies, are often difficult to treat
once established and thus screening, early identification
and prevention bave been important goals of co_unity health
and education .ervice. (DeWild, 1981; Cadman et al., 1984).
Krajicek (1983), reported that 70t of children identified as
having a significant emotional or behavioral disability at
age 3 or 4 year. would be disturbed five years later. Many
••
authorities estimate that 20," of school-age children are
severely behaviorially or emotionally ({isordered, while
another 7-10\ have problems severe enough to warrant
attention. Lichtenatein and Ireton (1984). have developed a
list of behaviors that are suggestive of social-emotional
protll_ at the preschool level. Such b-.haviors include
frequent temper tantrums, excessively bigh activity levels,
passivity, withdrawal fro. interpersonal contact, extreme
aqqressivene•• or disobedience, bizarre verbalizations,
excessive worrying or crying and persistent sad affect.
The•• behaviors, while displayed by all young children at
one time or another, become cause for concern when observed
too frequently or, according to Bower's (1981) formulation
of _otional disturbance, ·when observed to a marked degree
over a period af tim.- (p.llS). As these judgements are
subjective, hawever, they may be difficult far professionals
to agree upon.
There is no consensus regarding the best way to assess
behavioral/_otional health. In an Ontario public bealth
stUdy conducted by Cadman et al. in 1983, a preschool health
bistory consistinq of behavioral or naurodevelopmental
prOblems in combination with a consideration of
sociodemoqraphic factors was found to provide the most
u••ful and accurate information for identifyinq those
children most at risk for future school problems. Kitchell
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(1985) in studying the prediction of school and behavior
problems in children followed from birth to age eight,
reported a limited ability to accurately detect behavioral
probltullS with "a single cluster of variables" or at "a
sinqIe point in time". He concluded.:
" .... certain children, such as those liVing with
two stable and well-educated parents are at a
fairly low risk for further problems - certainly
below the rate of risk that would make screening
economically feasible.
(on the other hand), children in high risk
situations ... probably require screening at
repeated intervals through their lives". (p. 128)
speeCh/Language Screening
The acquisition of lanquaqe is often considered to be
the most important intricate aspect of numan development and
has been identified as a necessary component for normal
intellectual development and adequate school performance
(Aram. et a1., 1980, 1984). Delays in speech and language
have been identified as the most common symptom of
developmental disability in childhood (Coplan, 1985) and the
failure to identify such problems in the preschool years can
result in emotional, social and academic consequences
(Capule et a1., 1987). As with other aspects of
development, children exhibit a great deal of variability in
their acquisition of speech and language skills. Normal
patterns of development, sequencing of behaviours and age
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ranqes for the attainment of developmental milestones have
been established and deviations in speech have been
identified and categoriZed (Drumwright. 1984). Using this
knowledge. researchers and clinician.a have developed a
variety of instruments to assess qen.ral speech and lanquaq.
d.v.lo~ent and select aspects of speech and language
function.
As direct assessment of a child's cOJlUllunication skills
is highly dependent upon the child's cooperation, it is
easily influenced by such factors as the child's mood, stat.
o! health and comtort with the examiner. For these reasons
most screening instruments rely, at least partially. on
parent reports as a source of data (Kilmon, Barber and
Chapman, 1991). Speech and language development is also
dependent upon other aspects of development (fine motor,
auditory, coqnitiv., psychological, social and cultural) and
as such, developlllenta1 language and learning
disorders/delays may be marked by the presence of age
appropriate ski1ls and knowledge acquisition. Research
indicates that because developmental language delays are not
observable behaviours, specific screening of speech and
language development is required in addition to a
generalized deve10pmental screening tool (Liberqott et al.,
1986) •
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P*YeloRPi,nta1 Sere.ning
Develop_ntal appraisal is an integral part of the
health assesS1Il.nt of all children (WallY and wong, 1991).
Th. basie preais. underlying paediatric develop_nul
screening. as with all scr••ning. i. that the earlier a
dysfunction or defect can be id.ntitied, the better will be
the outcome. Because problems of child development and
behaviour are hard. to treat once established, prediction of
risk, prevention and early treatment are important goals tor
those dealing with young children (cadman It al., 1987,
1988; Brook, 1992).
Despite strong support for the concept of developmental
screening, there is no consensus as to how it can best be
pert"ormed. CUrrent professional practice reflects a variety
of opinions on the subject (Dworkin, 1992). Recent
recolIJIIiendations ot British and North American paediatric
organizations, reported by Dworkin (1989) demonstrate that
neither group advocates for the routine administration ot
screening tests tor developmental monitoring of ch.ildren.
Both orqanizations agree that "developmental monitoring
should be pertormed by the process ot surveillance". Such
surveillance emphasizes eliciting parents' opinions and
concerns, obtaining a relevant developmental history and
performing skilled, longitudinal observations ot the
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c::bl1dren. The tvo orqanizations support selective use ot
developaental screeninq tests as valuable aids in
contributinq to the acquisition of knowledge, focusing on
the child's developmental status, reinforcing suspicions of
delay and encouraging parents to rai•• concerns and. ask
questions.
Severe and permanent developmental problems are usually
detected by means other than screening and thus
developmental screening is most concerned with subtle
impairments of development that might otherwise elude early
detection (FranJtenburq. 1983). These more subtle delays
have siqnificant morbidity in terms of their impact on
childrens' school and family functioning. Most estimates of
their prevalence range between 15-30\ (Nader et a1.. 1981:
Green, 1983; Boyle et aI., 1985; Cadman et al .• 1987)
suggesting a prevalence sufficient to justify a "systematic
approach to early identification" (DwOrkin. 1989).
There are widely acce.pted criteria by which both
specific conditions are judged appropriate for screening and
specific tests are deemed appropriate for use in screeninq
program.. However. neither the types of developmental
delays for which. screening is performed. nor the screeninq
tests themselves ful.filled all standard criteria for
acceptance (Dworkin, 1989; Meisels. 1989). It is doubtful
whethe.r the perfect developmental screeninq test can ever be
S.
devised. (Dworkin, 1989; Meisels and wasik. 1990).
Skapticisa is qrovinq reqardinq the re1iahility and validity
or routinely administered developmental screeninq tests.
including the Denver Developmental screening Test (COST) -
the most widely used screening test (Cadman et al., 1987,
1988). Meisels and Wasik (1990), state that "it development
i. affected by subsequent environmental interactions. and it
screeninq can capture only a momentary snapshot ot this
developmental process, it is not surprising that many errors
occur-(p.63}. It is argued that it is for these reasons
that decisions reqardinq referral tor developaental
assess••nt should not be based on the resUlts of a sing1.
screening test, but rather the screening test shou1d be but
one strateqy whereby the health protessional performs
skilled observations of the child (Dworkin, 1989: Bellman,
1991: waley and wong, 1991; Dworkin, 1992).
Despite the popUlarity of public health developmental
screening. there have been few attempts to rigorously
evaluate it in an actual co_unity setting_ Cadman et a1.
(1987), reported on a controlled. trial of a public health
and. education prekind.erqarten screening proqraa in ontario.
Children received .ither the Denver Developmental screening
Te.t (DDST) with a community health intervention program tor
tho•• children scr.ening positiv.: the COST with no
intervention for tho.e children screening positive: or no
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screening test. The intervention program consisted of
referral to the child's physician for assessment, a review
conference between the child I S teacher and the school health
nurse, parent counselling and monitoring the child in school
by the school health nurse. After three years of school
attendance there were no differences found (using individual
academic achievement, cognitive and development tests)
between the children who screened positive and received the
intervention and those children who screened positive and
did not raceiva the intervention. Parents' reports revealed
no differences between the groups in children I s mental,
social and behavioral well-being. However, parents of
intervention proqram. children had more worry about their
child I s school proqress, suggesting a potentially harmful
labelling effect.
Studies such as this cast doubt on the effectiveness of
mass developmental screening. Meisels and Wasik (1990)
suggest that what may be called for is a "multifactorial
approach to scre.ninq, combined with a carefully devised
periodicity schedule". It is being strongly advocated,
given limited resources, that those children at highest risk
of developmental delay be identified and efforts targeted at
ongoing assessment/screening and intervention with these
child.ren and their falllilies (parkyn, 1986; Meisels and
Wasik .. 1990).
s.
Questionnairu/Survey
Public H.,lth }(Yr•• ou••tionnairw
Description
Th. Public Health Nurs. Qu.stionnair. was mailed to all
Public Health Nurse ros (PRNI'S) in the St. JaM's and
District Health Unit who conduct Preschool Health Check
clinics on a regular basis and were available to complete
the questionnaire during the StUdy period(n-J2). Table 1
shows that the overall return rate for this group was 78'.
'l'UUl
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The questionnaire consisted of ~1 questions with the
majority providinq an opportunity for further COlIDDel\t.
Specific issu•• exa.ained included: the structure
cOIIpOnents, the assessment procedure and the referral and
follow-up process involved in the Preschool Health Check
Proqraa; nurse' s satisfaction with the proqraa: proqram
lik•• and dislik•• , .a well as suqq••tiona for iaprov..ent.
A final question provided an opportunity for additional
C01lUDents.
Results
The first serie. of questions pertained to nurse
satisfaction with structure issues surroundinq the delivery
of the Preschool Health Check Proqraa - clini.c space,
equipment, resources, availability of clerical support and
education. S..tia!action was ratad on a " point Likert Scale
with 1 = Quite dissatisfied; 2 - Indifferent or IIlilcUy
dissatisfied; J • Mostly satisfied: " - very satisfied.
Results are presented with their means bracketed. overall,
nurses reported beinq .ostly satisfied (3.12) with the
clinic space available. Isolated instances of
dis.atisfaction were noted regarding the following: clinics
held in church basoents which were dusty and dirty; clinics
conducted. in large roo•• where 2 clinic set-ups were in the
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one area separated only by a screen, resulting in lack ot
privacy and increased noise levels; and lack of client
parking for some clinics. In relation to equipment, nurses
reported being very satisfied (3.6). The only areas of
dissatist'action noted pertained to the storaqe of equipment
(i.e. inconsistent storaqe practices resulting in increased
lenqth ot time for a nurse to locate equipment at a clinic
for set-up). Nurses also reported being very satisfied
(3 . 6) with the resources available for the Preschool Health
Check Proqri!llllo However, individual nurses did express
frustration with the lack of specific quidelines and
protocols for behavioral assessment and with the amount of
duplication involved in documentation. Avai1.ability of
clerical support was reported to be mostly satisfactory
(J.4) by nurses. The issue of education received an overall
rat.ing of 2.7 indicating indifference/mild dissatisfaction.
Nurses specifically noted their dissatisfaction with the
lack of continuing education. Comments suggested a need for
periodic review of the specific screening components and a
need for presentation of new material regarding preschool
screening issues.
In reviewing the assessment procedure involved in the
Preschool Health Check Program, nurses were asked to
indicate whether they were satisfied or dissatisfied with a
list of issues and to provide comments {Table 2}. Sixty
5.
percent of respondents (n=19) indicated they were
dissatisfied with the speech component of the screeninq and
of this number, sot noted. that the present screening tool
vas not effective in identifyinq children with speech
prabl... , while 60," suqqested that revisions were needed to
the speech screening' section to decrease the duplication and
repetition with the speech lanquage com.ponent of the Denver
II. Fifty-two percent ot respondents (n-17) expressed
dis.atisfaction with the behavior screening component and
the majority of this qroup, eleven, cited lack of a
screeninq tool, quidelin•• ana referral protocols as their
aajor concerns. Forty-eight percent ot respon4ents (n-15)
indicated that they were dissatisfied. with the ti.m.
allocated for the in1tial assessment, with all aqreeinq that
.ore time was n••ded to complete the screening in its
pre.ent structure (including bealth screening components,
anticipatory guidance, immunization, referral and
dOCWllentation). The suggested. additional time required
varied fro. 15 - 45 1Itinutes. Forty percent of nurses (n-13)
expressed dissatisfaction with the lenqth of the screening.
Half of the re.pondent. felt that the child vas too tired at
the end of one bour to increase the screening time and
inst.ead suggest.ed the need t.o strauline the screening,
wb!le the other baIt of the respondents felt. that in order
to complete the program. additional t.ime would be required.
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The next question pertained to other areas of preschool
assessment that respondents felt were necessary and could be
done by nurses. Eiqhty percent (n-26) responded to this
question with eleven indicating that there were additional
iU'eas or assessment needed includinq behavioral assessment
(6), additional anticipatory guidance (3), and mental health
(2) •
In reviewing specific issues relating to the reterral
process, nurses identified several areas of concern.
Seventy-two percent of respondents (n-2l) indicated that the
length of tim. to qet ill referral Appointment was problematic
and specifically cited a long wait for the Child Development
Clinic (8) and. speech therapy at the Janeway (7). Fourteen
respondents expressed concern regard!nq the assessment of
children who have had previous health assessments conducted
by other professionals; seven of those responding indicated
that cOlllJllunication of the results of previous assessments
vas problematic in that knowledge of previous assessments
was not known prior to the preschool assessment and/or
resu1ts of such assessments were not received even when
requested; four nurses noted that this practice resulted in
duplication of services. Nineteen respondents expressed
concern regarding the receipt of referral reports froID.
referring agencies. Specific concerns related to reports
being slow (9) - speech, Child Oevelopment Proqralll and
Ophthalmoloqy/optometry; reports seldo. received (6), and
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reports containing incomplete information (4). Fifty
percent of respondents (n=16) identified follow-up by
parents as a concern, with thirteen c1tinq parental
noncompliance in keeping appointments or calling with
follow-up information as being particularly problematic.
Nurses noted that a great deal of their time is spent in
follow-up with parents and requested guidelines to assist in
clarifying their role in this regard.
Also in relation to referral issues, nurses were asked
to identify the health professional to whom they would like
direct access for referring preschool children. Forty-eight
percent of nurses (n=13) responded to this question with the
majority Cn-g) identifying paediatricians and three
identifying other medical specialists such as ENT (if child
had previously been seen by this specialist).
When asked to rate their overall satisfaction with the
program, 64\ of nurses (n-20) indicated they were mostly
satisfied. Areas of the program which nurses liked
included: program goals, objectives and. purpose;
screening format and the various screening components
(excluding speech); opportunity to meet parents and discuss
concerns regarding their child; and the ability to refer to
appropriate agencies. Twenty-three percent of nurses (n=7)
expressed their dislike of the speech language screening
component and noted that the FlUharty screening Tool was not
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effective as children may pass the screening but still
manifest a speech problem. As well. nurses felt that the
speech screening was repetitious in light of the lanquage
screening components contained in the Denver II. Twenty
percent of nurses (0'"'6) noted that there was inadequate time
allotted for the initial screening and another 20% noted an
unnecessary duplication with documentation and
inconsistencies in recording. Eleven percent of
(n"4) reported that the screening time was too long and felt
that children often became tired and uncooperative toward
the end of the screening period. Other issues identified
included lowering the screening age to less than 4 years to
allow more time for intervention (2) and permit direct
referrals from Preschool Health Check to pediatricians (2).
Eighty percent of nurses (n=24) provided suggestions on
ways that the program could be improved and these
suggestions were supported by their responses to previous
questions. Six respondents suggested revising the speech
language screening; 5 advocated that parents, through
completion of a questionnaire, should determine the type of
information they would like to have discussed; 4 felt the
length of screening should be decreased and that this could
be facilitated through minimizing the screening components
to vision, hearing, development and immunization; and three
suggested decreasing the amount of documentation required.
••
The final question provided an opportunity for
respondents to supply additional comments. Forty percent of
nurses (n=13) answered this question providing an overview
of responses which were previously identified throughout the
questionnaire. Four respondents noted that while the
program needed revisions and modifications. overall it was
effective; three noted that the scheduling and rescheduling
of appointments for no shows, cancellations and rechecks was
tim.. consuming; and three cautioned that discontinuing the
program or minimizing the screening to targeted populations
only, would serve to increase the amount of time the nurse
would need to spend in the school conducting screening,
referring children and tracking immunization records.
Referring Ammcy Questionnaire
Description
A total of 38 questionnaires were mailed to a sample
comprising health professionals from those agencies to whom
Public Health Nurses refer preschool children from the
Preschool Health Check Program. The overall return rate for
this group was 76' (n"'29).
The major purposes of this questionnaire were:
1. to determine the relevance, currency,
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comprehensiveness, reliability and validity of present
screening methods; and
2. to determine the quality and appropriateness of the
referral process.
The questionnaire consisted of a total of 5 questions
requesting information on the respondents' professional
affiliation, usual methods of receiving referrals from the
Preschool Health Check Program, comments regarding the
specific assessment methods used in the Preschool Health
Check relative to the respondent's area of expertise,
comments regarding the referral process resulting from the
Preschool Health Check Program and additional general
cOllllllents.
Results
Table 3 provides a breakdown of the various
affiliations surveyed and their specific return rates.
Seventy-two percent of respondents (n=21) indicated they
receivEld direct referrals from the Preschool Health Check.
Those respondents who indicated they primarily received
indirect referrals, (n=6), included school-based speech
language pathologists and occupational therapists.
Each referring agency was requested to comment regarding the
specific assessment methods used to screen preschool
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children in the.ir particular area of specialization. Table
4 outlines the screening component and corresponding
assessment method employed in the Preschool Health Check.
Twenty-eight percent of respondents (n-8), primarily
ophthalmologists and optometrists provided comments
regarding assessing visual acuity through Sheridan-
....,..,.,...
Opto_triat.
Speech Lanquaq_
Patholoqiata
Audioloqist.
Kutritioniat
Child Developlllent
P=qr~
oc:eupilltional
Ther1lpist.
F_U.y Deeters
Gardner screening. The majority, (n-7), indicated that this
screening method was reasonably reliable overall, however,
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one noted that while this may be so, its validity was
greatest in detecting myopia and it had a low validity for
detecting hyperopia, astigmatism and refractive errors. One
also noted that it was good at detecting qualitative
differences between the eyes and was capable of providing
few or no false positives.
A total of 3~t of respondents (n-9) provided comments
regarding assessing strabismus in the preschool child. The
corneal light reflex screening method ....as noted as a good
screen by six respondents, but two of the respondents
cautioned that this screening method was very dependent upon
the skill of the examiner and the cooperation of the child.
The cover test was reported to be a good, accurate, adequate
and valid screening test by seven respondents. Again,
caution was noted in that the screening test was said to be
very dependent upon the examiner's skill and the child's
cooperation. One respondent (optometrist) reported having
never seen referrals containing an indication that this
screening method had been used. six respondents reported
that the cover - uncover test was an adequate and reliable
screening tool for strabismus. Again, two reported that it
was dependent upon the skill of the examiner and the
cooperation of the child; and one (optometrist) reported
having never seen a referral containing information that
this screening method had been used.
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Pure tone audiometric screeninq used to assess the hearing
ability of preschool children received comments trom 24\ of
.9
respondents (n-7), aUdioloqists and speech language
pathologists. overall, rour respondents reported it to be
an appropriate and reliable screening method while three
expressed the need to modify the screening procedure now
used to ensure that screening levels are no greater than
20db. Two respondents noted the need tor regular
calibration of portable audiometers and one respondent
suggested that Public Health Nurses should receive periodic
inservice education regarding conducting aUdiometric
screening and the impact of hearing loss on children.
The speeCh language component of the Preschool Health.
Check Program received comments from 31t of respondents
(n-9), speech language pathologists. While five reported
that the tool appeared to be a good. screeninq method, all
noted that it was quite dated and should be replaced. The
remaining four were not familiar with the tool and therefore
could not comment.
The area of developmental screening using the DDST and
the DDST-R received comments from 32\ of respondents (n""9),
child development, occupational therapy, mental health
professional and perinatal program. Five noted that as a
screeninq tool it provided good baseline data upon which
further assessment could be made. Two respondents expressed
concern that its predictive value had not been established
and as such questioned its use as a screening tool, and two
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respondents felt it lacked in areas of sensory and
perceptual screening.
Behavioral screeninq of preschool children using the
Behavioral Checklist received comments from 14\ of
respondents (n'" 2). Comments suggested that while the
checklist appeared to be a good screening method, the
observations of the child's behaviour by the Public Health
Nurse were invaluatlle. One respondent did not provide
specific comments due to not being familiar with the
screening tool
Seven percent (n - 2) responded to the nutrition
screening component. Respondents aqreed that the nutrition
questionnaire, the weight for height, and the mid arm
circumference were reliable and accurate screeninq methods.
The nutritionist noted that slight revisions ....ere needed in
the nutrition questionnaire and this is presently under
review by the Department of Health, Health Promotion
Division.
Three percent (n <:: 1) of respondents commented on the
dental screening and reported no problems.
The next question pertained to the referral process
resulting from the Preschool Health Check Program.
Respondents were asked to cOllUllent on the quality,
appropriateness and completeness of the referrals they have
received. Ninety-seven percent of respondents (n""28)
provided comments to this question with twenty reporting
that the referrals they have received have been of qood
quality (adequate, accurate, appropriate and complete) and
several respondents also noted that comments containing the
Public Health Nurse's subjective impression of the child
have been invaluable. Five physicians reported that the
referrals they received were of poor quality (incomplete
information and often verbal not written). These
respondents noted the need for better communication with the
family physician and provided the following suggestions: the
family doctor be sent a written notice regarding initiation
of a referral; a copy of the completed Preschool Health
Check (even when normal) be sent to the family doctor; and
the results of further assessment be sent to family doctor.
The remaining three respondents felt that overall, wh.ile the
referral process was a good one, there were specific
improvements needed in relation to identification of
ch.ildren with. learning disabilities and sensory-integration
and perceptual problems.
The final question provided an opportunity for
respondents to supply additional comments. Fifty-two
percent of respondents (n-15) provided comments on a variety
of issues relating to preschool screening in qeneral,
specific screening components and the Preschool Health Check
Program.. Nine respondents provided overall supportive
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COlDJDents for the program - "The current program should
continue as we find it a valuable process· (audiologist);
"Very good proqram. and quite effective" (optometrist); "I
have always been very supportive of the Preschool Health
Check Proqram. I feel it is an important adjunct to the
idea of preventative medicine. The Program screens
components which I myself cannot or do not do" (family
doctor). Three respondents suggested that the age for
screening should be less than four years to allow more time
for intervention before starting school - "Children are
sometimes not identified far enough in advance, and as a
result only identification of the problem is done with
little time for remediation prior to school entrance"; "A
program which screened and referred at a slightly earlier
age would be extremely beneficial". Two optometrists
expressed specific concern regarding vision screening (i.e.
nurses referring to opthalmologist rather than optometrist;
parent;s perception that preschool health check vision
screening replaces full eye examination by an eye doctor) .
School Personnel Qyestionnaire
Description
The School Personnel Questionnaire was mailed to a
sample of 58 education professionals representing both urban
13
and rural schools and major school boards within the
boundaries of the st. John's an4 District Health Unit (Table
5). The overall return rate for the School Personnel
Questionnaire was 62\ (n-36). Tabl. 6 provides a breakdown
of the return rata by specific school personnel.
The questionnaire consisted of 14 questions 4esiqned to
elicit respons•• reqardinq the re.pondents I perception of
the Preschool Health Check Proqram, the need for additional
screening' areas, satisfaction with communication methods and
channels for sharing' screening' results and program strengths
and weaknesses. One question specifically pertained to the
rece_endationa of the Royal Commission on Education "Our
Children our Future" regarding' the develop.ent of a
provincial prevention proqram and protocols on early
childhood. development and the implications ot these
recoJallLendations tor health programming.
Results
seventy-eight percent of respondents (n-28) indicated
they were tuailiar with the Preschool Health Check Proqra...
ot this group, half (n-14) felt that overall the program
provided a qood, comprehensive scre.ninq and five reported
that information gleaned from the screening was useful in
curriculua planning, determining school readiness and in
14
a••istinq with the planning and placement of special needs
.......
SCHOOL tIRBAN RORAL TOTAL
PERSONMEL 5_p1e, Saaple • Saaple •
Size Returned Size Retu.rned Size aetu.rned.
Principal
Guic1ance
Counsellor-
lC.lnderqarten
Teacher
sp.cial Ed
Teacher
£duC4tlonal
hycholoqbt
Itinerant
Teacher
School Board
Coordinator
lD 15
students. six respondents expressed the need for greater
communication between public health and the schools in
relation to the sharing of information and two sU9gested
that the program be broadened to include the screening of
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additional areas of development and academic readiness
screening.
SAKPLE SUE 'RETt1lUfEO
School Principal
Guidance COWls.lIar
Kindergarten Teacher
SptlCilll. Education Teacher
Educational P.yc:hol091st
Itinerant T••cher
School. Board Coord.inators
Respondents were asked a series of questions regarding
the communication of results from the Preschool Health Check
Program. Eighteen respondents indicated results were
communicated directly to them - primarily kindergarten
teachers (6) and principals (5); three indicated results
were not communicated to them; and one indicated that
sometimes they were aware of the screening' results.
Respondents were then asked how and by WhOlD results were
communicated to them. Of those responding (n=28), the
majority, nineteen, indicated results were communicated
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through face-to-tace interviews with the Public Health
Nurse. Other methods included. telephone contact (5) and
written sWII]Ilary (4). School Board Coordinators were
reported. to communicate results lOt of the time (primarily
to Guida.nce Counsellors and Educational psychologists) and
the Child Health Coordinator communicated results 5-\ of the
time (urban areas only). Ten respondents reported they were
satisfied with these methods of communication, while twelve
did not respond. six respondents provided comments to
substantiate their views: three indicated that numerous
children are not reached by this screening program, and two
suggested that present communication methods were
satisfactory if the purpose of the screening was to identify
children at risk or those with special needs.
The timing of the reporting of results was then
reviewed in terms of the school year. Fifty-eight percent
of individuals (n=20) responded to these questions. Of
those responding, nine indicated that they received results
of screening once the child started school (primarily
kinderga.rten teachers and school principals); five indicated
that the reporting of results is inconsistent with no
particular time for reporting; and the remainder indicated
either January (2), April (2) or June (1) of the previous
school year. Seven respondents indicated that the timing of
reporting was satisfactory, four were not satisfied and nine
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did not respond. six respondents provided cOJll]llents
reqardinq the timing of reporting; tour noted that advance
collaborative planning vas required. tor su.ccessful school
entry and thus the earlier the results could be com:.unicated
to school. the better; and two noted the need and importance
e! co_unicatinq the results of pre.chool screening to the
school.
School personnel were asked it information from the
Preschool flealth Check Proqram assisted them. Fifty-eight
percent (n-21) responded to this question with twenty
indicating "yes". Comments Q81llonstrated that the
information from the screening was used by school personnel
in a variety of ways: in conjunction with school assessments
(6); as baseline information (5): and assistinq in
determining proqram. and placelll.ent needs as well as
identifying special needs students (5).
Seven respondents indicated that other screening
components could be included in the Preschool Health Check
Proqram. These additional screening cOlll.ponents included:
early literacy and nWlleracy skills which could be screened
by Pu1:l1ic Kealth Hurses using standardized testing
procedures (12); screening of behavioral and emotional needs
(12); and readiness skills (1). Two respondents pointed to
the need for a team approach in reviewing and interpreting
the results of the screening and suggested that the team
7.
include a Public Health Burse, an Educational Psycboloqist
and a Speech Lanquaqa pathologist.
Respondents were next asked to identify program
strengths (Table 7). Fifty-three. percent (n-19) responded
to this question and identified a variety of proqram
strenqths including program qoals (3), the early
identification of special needs children, children with
physical deficits and those with potential problems (3).
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Fifty-three percent of respondents (n"19) identified
weaknesses with the Preschool Health Check Program. six
indicated tne lack ot" communication between Public Health
Nurse. and school personnel as a major concern in that
screening results on all ch.ildren were not routinely
comaunicated and information was not always shared. Four
identified the age of the child at the time of screening as
being a weakness and felt that otfering the health check
after four years of age resulted in insufficient time for
effective intervention programs to be initiated before
school entry. Table 8 provides a list of weaknesses as
identified by school personnel.
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School personnel were asked for their comments on the
recommendations made by the Royal Commission on Education
"Our Children Our Future" regarding the need to develop a
professional prevention program and protocols on early
childhood development. The Royal Commission specifically
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r~ed. that the purpose of such an initiative include
the develop.ant of appropriate ass....ent procedures for J
year old. children to identify tho.. children not
progressing with age appropriate skills. Furthermore, the
COlllJllission also reeo1lUllended that school Boards coordinate
and encourage prevention programs to link children to the
school system at an earlier age. Seventy-two percent (n-26)
responded to this question with eiqhteen agreeing with the
Royal cOlllJllission's recommendations. Hine noted that
implementation of such recolDJllendations would be contingent
upon the allocation of additional financial and hUlllan
resource. as well as procedural changes at the school level.
OVer half of the respondents, fourteen, indicated a need to
develop preschool programs to assist at-risk children.
The final question posed to school personnel provided
an opportunity tor additional comments. Fifty percent at
respondents (n-18) completed this question \lith seven
expressing their satisfaction at the Preschool Health Check
Proqriil.Jll and noted its value for preschool children. Five
expressed support for coordinated early intervention
proqrams tarqetinq the preschool population, and five
stressed the need tor a stronger and more formalized
partnership between preschool, school, home and the various
co_unity agencies and government departments. As one
respondent stated "Children are coming to school \lith
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increasingly complex problems - by using a proactive,
integrated approach, particularly at the preschool level,
stand. a chance of minimizing some o~ these problems and of
malting school a positive experience for all children".
Key Informant Question"a ire
Description
The Key Informant Questionnaire was mailed to a small
convenience sample (0=9) of individuals working in areas
related to child development and intervention. The overall
rate of return for this group was 78\ (0-7). The
questionnaire consisted of 7 questions designed to determine
respondents' views of the Preschool Health Check Program,
other screening components they felt should be included, as
well as program strengthS, weaknesses and ways to improve
the program..
Results
One hundred percent of respondents (n-7) reported that
they were familiar with the Preschool Health Check Program.
Five indicated that the screening was useful in assisting to
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identify major health and development conditions which may
require specia~l%ed. attention prior to school entry. Two
respondents indicated that the screening was too rigid and
not extensive enough to recognize major problems requiring
remediation and intervention prior to school entry and that
occasionally the scr••ninq was inappropriate for certain
children (i... those with special n••ds).
Four respondents indicated that additional. area. of
screeninq should be included, while three were satisfied
with the level ot screeninq presently offered. Areas of
additional screening included movement dysfunction in
assessing children for qross motor, fine motor and overall
coordination, and screening for learning disabilities and
attention deficit disorder by a psycholoqist. One
respondent suggested that the implications of the child's
noted deficits should be clearly outlined and communicated,
e.q. implication of visual deficits on pert"ormance, special
considerations reqardinq oral motor function/dysfunction and
.ethods of tood intake.
Proqram atrenqt.hs were identified by all respondents
(n-7) and the•• included early id.ntification and
intervention prior to school entry (3); screeninq proqra.m.
conducted by Publ ic Health Nurse. (2); and screeninq as a
at.ronq asse••••nt ot general health (2) ( Table 9).
Respondents identified. specific areas of weakness with
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the proqram including the age of screening, which. one
respondent tel t should be less than 4- years of age (3 years
9 months to 4- years) to allow sufficient time for effective
intervention programs prior to school entry. One respondent
noted that the results of a one-hour screening tend to be
very dependent upon the cooperation of the child at the time
of screening and thus cautioned against reading too much
into such a basic screen. Two respondents identified areas
of weakness pertaining to the screening of children known to
J'requ_.::r or Pr••claool ...alt." C1l~ Jlroqr_
.t.Z'.~u _ 1:4eD.t.if1" b7 ~ I.rozaaat..
PROGRAK STRENGTHS
£Arly ldentlt'ication and intervention
Screening' conducted. by public h..alth nurs••
Scr••nlnq provid•• a 9004 a ••••n.nt ot'
general health
Ma•• scr_ninq ot' all preschool children
co-unication of r.sults to schOOL
personn.l
Use of standardized screeninq t ••ts
F'REQIJENCY
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have special needs and felt that the Public Health Nurse
lacked both experience in assessing children with special
needs and knowledge of the appropriate health professional
who could best. conduct a detailed assessment. Both
respondents also indicated. that. the present screening
proqriiUII was too general to identify major proble1llS and the
screening testa and. test materials were not easily adapted
for use with special needs children.
TaDl_ 10 presents a listing of identified program
weaknesses and their frequencies. Five respondents provided.
suggestions on ways to improve the program. These
suggestions included expanding the list of health
professionals and agencies to whom nurses can refer
preschool children for further assessment (2); decreasing
the age of screeninq to between 3 years 9 months and 4 years
(1); and providing opportunities to increase the nurse's
practical experiences in assessing children with special
needs (1).
The final question provided an opportunity for
individuals to supply additional comments. Four respondents
replied to this question, with two respondents commenting
on the role that the Public Health Nurse plays in the early
identification of children with special needs and those at
risk - "The person most often reported to make an early
identification and referral is the Public Health Nurse.
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AlJ4I ot child shou1.c1 b. younqer (J yeara
nine IKlntlul to ... years,
Lack ot: experienc. in ass_.lnq chilc1ran with
special needs
Lack at: knowledqe reqardinq the appropriate
health protessional. to "'110. to reter sp.cial.
needs chl1drtln requiring further a••••.-nt
Scr••ninq tesb too general to identify a&ny
maj or prabl__
screening t ••ts and. .atarlals not e.aU.y
adapted. tor use with special need. children
Too lIIuctl emphasis pla.ced. on a i-bour
scre.ning t ••t
IlIIplicatiolUl ot deficit not noted.
Ko •••••s_nt at learning cllsal:ll1iti••
perceiv-.:! by parents .s a _ ....ure ot child's
intelligence
This resource is already available to us and should be
supported" ~ III feel strongly that the screening should be
done by Public Health Nurses - it is certainly not something
that can be done without a very good knowledge of child
development and general health, safety and nutrition. Since
the Public Health Nurse is already in the community and well
qualified to conduct this program, I see no reason to change
this. Nurses do not always recognize the value of their
.6
knowledge and. the value. ot their input-. One respondent
noted that not all nurses are well informed regarding the
type and range of support services available and one
respondent indicated that the screening program is a good
beginning but requires expansion and improvement.
Parent Questionnaire
Description
The Parent Questionnaire was administered by the
researcher via telephone interviews to a total of 70 parents
of children born in 1987 who attended the Preschool Health
Check prior to starting kinderqarten in 1992 and who were in
Grade I at the time of the StUdy. This convenience sample
included a rural/urban mix of 20/50. The questionnaire was
comprised of two parts - Part I contained demographic
information and Part II consisted of specific questions
relating to the Preschool Health Check Program.
Results
Responses to the demoqraphic data questions indicated a
fairly even sampling of male and female children (32) and
(38) respectively with 73\ of the children (n=5l) attending
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scheol in an urban area. The majority of parents (n=53)
either heard about the Preschool Health Check Program from
family and friends (27), or through. the Public Health Nurse
or a contact person from the public health office when
called with an appointment (26).
Ninety-four percent of parents (n=66) reported being
satisfied with the physical environment of the clinic they
attended, with only 4 parents indicating dissatisfaction.
The dissatisfied parents all attended the same clinic, all
complained of a damp, musty odour, and all noted that with
construction presently underway for a new clinic in the
area, these problems would soon be alleviated. Ninety-nine
percent of parents (n=69) reported that the clinic they
attended was quiet and private, that the nurse took time to
make their child feel comfortable before beginning the
assessment, and that time was allowed for the parent to ask
questions., Sixty-one parents stated that the results of
the screening tests were discussed with them when their
child's assessment was complete.
Table 11 illustrates the frequency of identified needs
and subsequent referrals from the Preschool Health Check
Program. Approximately 29% of all children screened (n=20)
were identified as requiring further assessment for vision
concerns, 8 for speech language, 5 for hearing, 3 for
development, and 2 for behaviour.
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The aajority of children referred tor further
assessment (n-53) were seen within 3 months, bowever,
twenty-seven of those referred for speech language concerns
were not seen until 3 - 6 lIlonths. Two of the total number
pzoequulJ7 of ._u/Co.c.~ I4eat:U'lec .... .u.eqa...t:ly
..'err" trr h!Iol10 ••a.1t:h 1IIlr••• DlaZl09 W'Z'••obool .lM.1tll Checlt
NEEDS/CONCERNS
Vision
H.arinq
e.baviour
Nutrition
Frequency
REFDR..ED
Frequency
of children referred were in kindergarten before they
received follow-up. Twenty-five parents reported that they
were aware that their child had the specific problem
identified before attending the health check - this problem
8.
vaa identified by the parent in seventeen of the cases, by
the family doctor or paediatrician in four cases and by the
perinatal program or child development program in four
cases. Eiqht children were identified as having problems
once they started school - four children had behaviour
problems, two children had vision problems and two children
had hearing problems. Parents did not feel these problems
should have been identified before the child started school.
For those children with identified needs (n=35).
twelve had been or currently were being followed by an eye
specialist, six by a school specialist, and five by their
family doctor. Table 12 gives a complete listing of
professionals involved in these children's care .
• roh••ioau. ~o_ly or CIUTUlt1't 1._1....
Ia C1li.14'. ear... I4_ciU.. by .~u
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Parents were asked to id.entity what they liked about the
Pr••chool Heal th Check Proqrua. Sixty-nine parents
responded. with over balf (n"36) stating that they liked the
tact that the Program screened children for probleas Which
they as parents may not have recoqnized in their child:
eleven co_ented on the nurses' personality and the clinic
aaosphare which both assisted in making their child te.l
comfortable; and ten reported that the Program determined
their child's readiness for school. Table 13 depicts a list
of program likes identified by parents.
Pr~eac:rr of Pr••caool aealtk Cbeok~ LU••
u Ioatiti" .., Par_u DQrtaq orelepao_ :lat:.ni_
"U',OE,«'.
Identification of probl...
Friendly nurse, coafortable clinic ataospbare
School readln•••
Early lel.ntiticatlan -.ncl intervention
Good proqr&a. convanian1;. and affactive
Provided SU99••tiona and intoraat1on
Ninety-four percent of parents (n-66) responded to the
question asking what they disliked about the program, with
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forty-three stating that there was nothing they d.isliked.
Of the remaining respondents (n - 23), eight felt that the
screening should be conducted at a younger age: five
reported that one hour was too long a period of time and
there was too much included in this time; while four felt
that the screening was not detailed enough. Table 14
indicates a complete list of program dislikes identified by
parents.
Parents were then asked how the program could be
improved. Ninety-four percent of parents responded (0=66)
with forty-seven stating that no improvements were needed as
p>:~• ...., or '>:....Iloo1 .e&1ta ca..... 'nHlr_ Di.U.•••
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~lllq(ollClV-.:1
U......".otPro<iI"..··qo.l./p""l'CI•••
Should not: lnclvd. t.aw1i".t:ion
they were pleased with the program. The remaining nineteen
respondents provided a variety of suggestions for
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iJIlproveaent includinq: o~~er the screening at an earlier
a981 decrease the aaaunt of screening; conduct a physical
exam only; and decrease duplication of services by
identifyinq those children already in receipt of follow-up.
The tlnal question requested that parents rate their
overall satisfaction with the ProqrlUll. One hundred percent
of parents (0-70) responded to this question with forty-nine
statinq they were very satisfied with the ProqraJI.. twenty
aostly satisfied and one indifferent or mildly dissatistied.
rnter-Prayincial Survey
Description
An Inter-provincial Survey was developecl tor
adainistration to Provincial and Territorial Departments of
Health (Co_unity Health Division) to ascertain their
practice reqardinq preschool health screening.
Results
Three Provinces responded to the questionnaire - New
Brunswick, Saskatchewan and British Columbia (16 Health
Units). All thr•• Province. reported that they conduct an
alll••••••nt of preschool children and have don. so for m.any
years. British colUJlbia was the only Province reported to
.3
conduct ta..rqeted screeninq based. upon individual asses_ent
or risk in the newborn and early preschool period (based.
upon ParJcyn I s model). This screening is conducted at varied
intervals - 8-10 .onths and 18-24 months. New Brunswick
condUcts mass screening at 3-5 years and Saskatchewan at 4
years. Public Health Nurses conduct the screening in all
three Province. and they bave received specialized training
t"or the specific screening cOlRponents. Both New Brunswick
and Saskatchewan conduct a vide range of screening
cOWlponents while British Columbia screens development of at-
risk infants and preschool children and conducts vision and
hearinq screeninq at school. entry. Only Saskatchewan
actively conducts imaunization at the time of the preschool
asse••ment.
Referral patterns indicate a mix of referral agents
eaployed both within the Health Unit and outside the Health
Unit. All three Provinces conduct an evaluation with their
vision screeninq proqraa. Proqraa lI.onitorinq is conducte<1
by a variety of methods. In New Brunswick a prOVincial
computer proqr&ll tracks all referrals and outco••• and
report. are generat.d both tor individual re<]ions and for
the provine.. In Saskatchewan and British Columbia
IIOnitor!nq is through the reporting of number screened,
referral and their outcomes.
••
Clinic Attendanc. Statistics
Attendance statistics for Preschool Health Check
Clinics conducted durinq 1990 - 1991 are presented in Table
15. From these statistics one can determine the followinq:
the mean of children attendinq each clinic (2.5); the nWllber
ot new children who attended the clinics (2151); the nWllber
of ch.ildren who attended the clinic tor retest (1122 - 34\
ot total attendance); the immunization rate by
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Public Health Nurses for children attending the preschool
clinics (86\").
For each child attending the clinic, there are three
outcomes of the screening process:
(1) no physical problems or developmental delays are
apparent and the child passes the screening (66\);
(2) screening results are incomplete or questionable
and rescreening is indicated (34\>;
(3) screening results suggest possible delays
problems and further assessment is recommended
(21t) •
Nursing human resources expended in conducting these
clinics is estimated at 3797 hours which translates into
2.09 full time equivalents. Based upon these figures, the
cost of staffing these clinic is calculated to be
approximately $83,600.00. As a cost benefit analysis is
beyond the scope of this study, further analysis of program
costs in terms of materials resources, facilities (rent and
utilities), supplies, equipment, etc. is not provided.
Outcomes of Screening and Follow-Up
Documentation of outcomes of screening and follow-up
data tor the Preschool Health Check Program were requested
to be kept by all Public Health Nurses conducting preschool
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screeninq. Such data were intended to be used to assist in
evaluating the effectiveness ot the various screening
components of the proqram. Table 16 provides a comparison
of outcome of screeninq and follow-up data tor the St.
John's and. District Health unit, 1990 - 1991. As previously
noted, Public Health Nurses expressed frustration and
concern reqardinq their inability to collect complete
folloW-Up data, specifically on the outcomes of referrals
for further
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a ••es_nt. Review ot the data collected. in the St. John'.
and District Health Unit sUbstantiates their concerns, in
that durinq the 1990 - 1991 year approximately 28t ot
chilc:lren referred tor further asse.sment (in all screeninq
areas) were lost to follow-up or the re.ults were pendinq
and not recorded. AnAlysis indicat•• poor follow-up data
for dental referrals (89\ lost to tollow-up or pendin9) •
bt!thavioral/emot!onal referrals (SSt lost to tollow-up or
pending) development referrals (49t lost to follow-up or
pending), and speech language referrals (41\ lost to tollov-
up or pending). While such situations may occur, as in the
case ot long waitinq lists for further asseSSlDent, outcome
data are not updated once the child has been seen as the
child otten 15 in the school systam and outcome of preschool
screening is already forwarded on tor tabulation. Thus,
these cases rem.ain pending and accurate data collection is
not achieved. It accurate data collection is the goal ot
keeping such records. then modification to the present
system. is required to ensure that the large number of
pending cases are appropriately documented once seen.
Ultimately, such program statistics should be computerized.
Table 16 also provides an indication of the incidence
of various problems in the screened population. Again the
accuracy of this intonation is questionable given the high
proportion of cases pending or lost to follow-up.
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CDPrU •
This chapter presents a summary of the Study. The
researcher has drawn numerous conclusions based upon a
review of the literature in combination with analysis of the
questionnaires, clinic statistics, outcome and follow-up
data as well as telephone consultation and focus qroup
interviews. These conclusions relate to preschool screening
in qeneral. the various screeninq components contained
within the Preschool Health Check Program and specific
issues involved in implementation of the Program.
Recommendations for action follow the discussion of
conclusions for each. topic. A list of recommendations for
further research concludes this Study.
Preschool screening
As children develop at different rates along a number
of dimensions, their status changes over time and thus
observations made and decisions reached based upon a one-
time assessment may not accurately reflect the child's
overall ability. It is primarily for this reason that child
development and health professiona.ls advocate screening of
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preschool children as one stage of a comprehensive,
coorc!inated cbild health screeni.ng proqraJI.. One such
proqraa currently available in British columbia, developed
by parJcyn(1986). beqina in the .i.mmediate postnatal period.
with a child and tamily risk assessment. Risk factors
asse.s.d are those in which follow-up by a PuJ::Jlic Health
Nurse i. -meaningfuL in terms of possible intervention and
servic•• availabl.-. parkyn cateqorizes children at risk
accordinq to the following: those who have an identified
conqan!tal or acquired hancticap or health challenge. infants
and preschool children in families with interaction and/or
social problems; children at risk of clevelopaental delay in
the social, motor or lanquage are. (s). The Parkyn
lIIultifactorial risk assessment instrument is currently being
used by the Community Health Liaison Nurses of the St.
John I s and District Health Unit located in the obstetrical
area at the Grace General Hospital. This instrwllent is used
to as•••• faai!.i•• for priority postnatal follow-up by the
district public health nurse. The next step toward. full
impl...ntation of the risk appraisal process involves use of
the a••••lJ1Il.ent tool a. a quide to identification,
interv.ntion and follow-up of at risk children and familie.
through to the pre.chool period. and beyond. Planninq is
currently under way to implement a pilot of the Parkyn
ass•••••nt and 'follow-up process in Eastern and Western
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Public Health units.
By providinq a comprehensive onqoinq risk appraisal
proqraa as developed by parkyn and discussed abov., many of
the probleas and areas of dissatisfaction reqardlng
preschool screening identified by respondents would be
alleviated.. The•• concerns include: too much 81Zlphasis on a
one-tille assessment; need to scre.n children at an earlier
age to allow more tilDe for identification, intervention and
possibl_ remediation prior to school entry; lack of follow-
up: concern reqardinq children missed. who are most in need
of early identification and intervention.
• ecc.aellutioIlS
1. That tbe Deparbent of •••lth institute.
acre C1oor4iDate4 and comprehensive pultlio
health nuzaiJllJ ....._.Ilt &DeS !DterveDt!OD
pr09r.. for infanta a.a.4 pre.chool cbl1dru
at: d.aJr; and provide etfective follow up.
2. 'l'Ilat the pre.chool ....._.Ilt; be tarqeta4
t;cnrar4a t;tao.e cllil4r_ i4utltiH t;o be at
rio duriJl9 ttae iJlt&Dt an4 early pre.cllool
perio4.
Aqa of PreschoQl screening
A C)Uidinq principle of early identitication is that it
must be early enouqh to permit intervention. The younqer
the child and the turther the child is trom entering' school,
the lower the validity ot screeninq measures tor predictinq
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school performance (Lichtenstein and Ireton, 1984). There
must be sufficient consistency over tim_ between a child I s
functioninq in early childhood and what is siqniticant for
the child in later years in order for early identification
to .ak••ense. otherwise, it could be assumed. that early
developmental probl_ will be outgrown and require no
special attention.
Research has demonstrated that among children showing
significant delay at an early age, those children of low
socio-acono.ie status are far more likely than children ot
high socio-economic status to have later educational or
develop_ntAl problUlS (Rubin and Balou, 1979). These
patterns are not strong enough, however, to be confidently
predicted. Studies also demonstrate that infants whose
development is clearly delayed can be predicted to have
later coqnitive delays with greater certainty than infants
in qaneral (McCall et a1., 1972).
A different picture exists tor the later preschool
years, as children beqin to display skills, abilities and
behaviour.. By aq. 4 or 5 years, it is reported that
develop.ental qain. in verbal fluency, fine motor and
perceptual skills, and symbolic/representational thinkinq
enable assessment measures to correlate substantially with
sub.eql.lent school aqe measures ot c09'nitive ability and
educational proqram. (BloolI, 1964: Rabb, Bernardoni and
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Johnson, ~972iFo..lor and Cross, 1986) • Longitudinal research
on the stability of mental ability bears this out. Bloom
(1964) sUlIUIlarized the results obtained in major longitudinal
studies and discovered remarkable consistency in the degree
to which later functioning could be predicted froID. scores
obtained at different age levels. He found that mental
tests administered prior to age 3 correlated to a loW' degree
(below .40) with intelligence measured at age 10.
Correlations rose sharply during the age period from 3 to 5,
reaching figures near .70 and continued to increase
gradually thereafter. Interestingly, the greatest
variability among these studies occurred at ages 3 and 4.
The finding that assessment measures gradually become more
valid and stable as the child gets older and as the
prediction interval becomes shorter leaves one with a
complex decision regarding when to screen. waiting until
predictions are highly accurate may leave no time in which
to intervene.
Given this review of the literature on age of screening
combined with screening ages for the various components
previously presented and suggestions provided by
respondents, it seems the most appropriate age to screen
would be approximately 3 1/2 years and certainly not later
than 4 years.
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"c~.Dd.tioD:
3. That pr••chool .er••Ding be conducted all
chUesra.. approziaataly .qed 3 year. , aoatha
&.Dd Dot latar than • year••
Vision Screening
General satisfaction was expressed by respondents
regarding the present vision screening methods used in the
assessment of visual acuity and strabismus and the referral
process resulting from vision screening. Research supports
the effectiveness of preschool vision screening including
screening for amblyopia. screening tor strabismus satisfies
the basic principles necessary for effective screening.
Raco_and.tloll:
fo. continua "ith currant universal pr••chool
vision scr.aning.
perceptual and Intggrative Processing Screening
screening for problems with perceptual and integrative
processing were identified as necessary components to be
added to a preschool screening program by various
respondents. As information received by the senses must be
conveyed and integrated. without distortion, through the
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complex neuroloqical systems before being available for
higher-order mental operations such as read.ing and writing,
it is obvious that the identification of problems in these
areas would greatly assist affected children in coping with
various learning situations. Perceptual and integrative
processes are difficult to clearly distinguish from other
developmental areas because they are essential elements of,
or prerequisites for, various developmental functions and.
thUS, it is necessary to involve a variety of health
professionals in developing specific questions to screen for
these problems.
5. Consult with otber h••lth prof•••ioDal.
reqarcU,.Dq the 4evelepeAt o~ specific
qu••tiOD. to scr••D children id.sntitied at
risk for probl... iD.voIViD.q perceptual and
iD.teqrative proc•••inq.
Hearing Screening
Review of the literature yielded numerous studies
identifying hearing impairment as a contributing and
possible casual factor of developmental delay. The American
Preventive Services Task Force reported that there was
insufficient beneficial evidence to recommend for or against
hearing screening for asymptomatic children beyond the age
10.
of 3. The pre.ent screening method lnvelvinq pure tone
audiometric screening at 25db was reported by Audiologists
to be inetfective in detecting tho•• c:hildren with miniaal
hearing loss and slight sensorineural loss as ill 25clB
threshold. loss would cause ill school child to experience some
learning problems. For these reasons, the Chief Aud.ioloqist
of the .Janeway Child Kealth Centre recommended the following
screening procedure in response to the questionnaire:
screen 500 hz, 1000 hz, 2000 hz, 4000 hz at 20 db; screen
500 hz at 25 db if not heard at 20 db. 500 hz is the most
susceptible frequency to noise infringement. An otoscopic
examination of the ear should be conducted prior to
audiometric screening. If signs of an occlusion or an
infection are apparent, a" referral should be made to the
faJllily doctor.
RecoaaeDutloD:
,. Provide beariDg acr.eDiDq to at-riak cbildraD
accor4inq ·to reco_aD4atioDa for pura tODe
audio.etric acra.DiDg (acreen at 20 db) a.
provi4e4 by Audioloqy DepartaeDt, JaIl•••Y
Chi14 .ealtb ceDtre.
7. CODduct aJl oto.copic e...iDatioD of the ear
prior to audio••tric acreeDiDg.
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B1Ihayioral {EmPtional Scre.ning
When the Preschool Health Check Proqraa beqan in 1988,
the Behavioral Checklist was not universally upl_ented as
a. screening tool; nowever, if the Public Health Nurse or
parent had a concern reqardinq behavior, the Checklist could
be usecl to further explore, discus. or ref.r. (This
Checklist had been previously piloted and was recoJlUllended
for adoption as a universal screening tool by the Mental
Health Division of the Department of Health. The Medical
Officers of Health at the time did not support the universal
implementation of this tool as a core component of the
Preschool Health Check Proqrus). According to results from
the questionnaires, usage of the Behavioral Checklist by
Public Health Nurses is low, and both School Personnel and
Referring Agencies, while reporting lack of fdll.iliarity with
the tool, reiterated the need for a screening instrument to
identify those children with behavioral/emotional problellls
so that intervention could be initiated prior to school
entry. The Behavioral Checklist is used by Public Health
Nurses in Central, Western and Northern Regions based on
nursing assessment. Educational PsycholOCJists and Guidance
Counsellors reported the necessity of identifying those
children at risk due to early environmental problems,
especially in relation to bonding issues, ie. children in
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foster care, children who were premature babies and children
wbo were severely ill as infants; as it was noted that these
children frequently exhibit behavioral and emotional.
problems in the school setting. Review of the literature
indicated that there was no consensus regarding the best way
to assess behavioral/emotional health and that the ability
to accurately detect behaviour problems with a single
cluster of variables or a single point in time is limited.
The literature did note, however, that a multifactorial risk
assessment was the most effective predictor of behavior
problems, and children identified at risk should be screened
at repeated intervals.
Given that school personnel, referring agencies and key
informants reported a critical need to screen preschool
children for behavioral/emotional problems and given that
the literature supports such screening for at risk children.
efforts should be made to explore the further utilization
and evaluation of the Behavior Checklist.
•• That th. Behavioral Checklist be .valuated. to
4et.raiD. it. allility to ..&ain. child.
behavioral aD4 _otioZl&l probl... ill .chool
&114 to .cr.eA for behavioral an4 ..otion.l
probl....
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Speech Linguag. ScrtC0ing
u reported by casper (19S5) speech disorders are often
amenable to total resolution and a1lllost always to a
siqnificant degree of improvement especially it diaqnosed
and treated early. Wilcox and Semel (1986) report that
speech lanquage screening with preschool aged ch.ildren needs
tc be focused on functional communication, that is targeted
to those skills which. facilitate appropriate social
interaction and interpersonal cOJ:l]ll.unication. Lieberqott at
al (1986) stated that developmental language learning
delays/disorders are not readily observable behaviors and,
as such may be masked in the presence of age appropriate
social skills and pre-academic concept knowledge. Specific
screening of speech language development is required in
addition to a generalized developmental screening tool.
Public Health Nurses expressed dissatisfaction with the
Pluha.rty speech and Lanquage Screening Tool currently in
They reported that it was not etfective in identifying
children with speech problems and duplication existed
between it and the lanquage components of the re.cently
implemented Denver II developmental screening tool. Speech
Lanquage Pathologists reported that the Fluharty tool was
quite dated and required replacement. As direct assessment
of a child's cOlllJDunication skills is highly dependent upon
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the child's cooperation, the literature notes that most
scre.ning tools rely at least partially I on reports from
parents.
Questionnaire results from Public Health Nurses and
parents reported waiting times in excess of three months for
appointments with speech language Patholoqy at the Janeway.
Such lenqthy waiting translates into delays in intervention
often resulting in a lack of time for remediation prior to
school entry.
,. Revi• ., .siating tool. for ap••ch laaquaq•
........Dt.
10. nevelop appropriate atrateqi•• for ap••ch
lanquaq•••••••••nt.
11. consult with sp.ech Luquaq. patbeloqy
Departaant at the Janeway Child a••1tb Centre
to discu•• i ••u•• reqar4inq the referral
proc••• tor children who scr••D positive tor
ap••cb/lanquaqa concerns.
Qevslopm§!Dtal Screening
It should be noted prior to the tall of 1993, the DDST
and DDST-R were used to screen development and as such the
questionnaires developed for the evaluation reflected this
practice. In september, 1993, Public Health Nurses began
no
using the Denver II as the developmental screening method
for preschool children and thus Public Health Nurses based
their responses on this new screening instrument and
reported a high level of satisfaction. Referring agencies
such as the Child Development Proqra.m. reported that the COST
and the COST-R yielded good objective data upon which
further assessments could be based. Other referring
agencies expressed concern that the validity of these tools
(COST, COST-R) as predictive screening instruments had not
been established, that they lacked sensory and perceptual
screening components and that a parent questionnaire was
needed to ascertain developmental history. Research casts
doubt on the effectiveness of mass developmental screening
and scepticism is growing· regarding the reliability and
validity of routinely administered developmental screening
tests. including the DOST. The developmental screening
method now being advocated involves identifying children at
highest risk of developmental delay, ongoing assessment and
intervention with those children and their families .
••co_eD.dation:
12. Di.~olltiDu..... develop.ental scre.DiDq and
target tbo.e cbildreD at higb.st risk of
develop.eDtal delay.
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Pupl icabon gf Services
Public Health Nurses expressed the need to be doing
more immunizations and voiced their frustration over the
duplication of services and resultant increase in health
care costs associated with parents taking their child to the
family doctor for immunization following attendance at the
Preschool Health Check Clinic. Review of Preschool Health
Check Statistics (1990-1991, 1991-1992) and Education
Statistics (school year 1991-1992, 1992-1993) demonstrate
that 8U of cnildren attending kindergarten in 1991/92
received immunization by the Public Health tfurse; however,
this number had decreased to approximately 73% of
kindergarten students in 1992/93. Of note is the fact that
94\ of kindergarten students in 1991/92 and 99% in 1992/93
attended the Preschool Health Check Program.
13. The Department of H••lth r.view the curr.nt
••tho4 of 4.liv.ry of infant an4 chil4
i_uni••tion •• this ha. i.plication. for
til. con4uct &114 cost of the pr••chool
........nt proqraa.
Public Health Nurse and parent respondents expressed
concern regarding the duplication of services involved in
screening children who have already been assessed by other
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health professionals and have received or currently are
receiving treatment. One possible explanation for this
situation is that, due to the lack of cOJmlunication of
re.ults fro. previous assessments, public health nursa. are
not always aware that the child has been previously
as••ssed. A second reason for this occurrence 1lay result
fro. the fact that not all nursas realize they should not
adainister scr••ning tests to children who are currently
being tellowed by another professional or agency for the
condition which the specific screening is intended to
detect.
"c~.D.4at;iOJl:
141. b111il.re tut all aur••• conduct-iag pre.chool
scr••uJlq are ••are that: scr••ning' i. not
coaRctad OD c!lil4rell who are MiDq followed
for the coD4i tiOD the scr••IliDq i. i.DteJl484
to «etect.
Coordination and Fglloy_un
The shift towards identification and tracking of at
risk infants and pr.school children necessitates effective
coordination, consultation, collaboration and follow-up to
ensure succ.... To this end, a full time nurse coordinator
po.ition responsible exclusively for matters of infant and
preschool hea.lth is required. In addition to the duties of
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the pr_ant halt-time child health coordinator, the tull-
ta. coord.lnator would be respon.ible for such areas as
communication and interpretation of health reports with
appropriate professionals, maintenance ot a data base,
development of a computerized system. of tracking program
outcome and follow-up data and continuing education related
to child health issues tor appropriate personnel.
15. Cr.at. a full-tia. Durainq poaitioll d.atic.ted
to ttaa cliDicaJ. coor4inatioll of illf&llt aDd
pr••chool h••l tll proqr....
Public Health Nurses identified follow-up with parents
an area of concern, specifically in relation to parent
noncompliance in keeping appointments and not calling back
with requested information. This inaction results in a
great deal of nursing time being spent tracking information.
Nurses b.ave requested that quidelines outlining their role
in follow-up be developed to ensure consistency in tracking
pertinent in.formation, including outcome and follow-up data .
• ecoaaeDdatioZl:
1.. Cevelop quideline. to •••iat pultlic he.l th
nura•• in the Clarification and further
d.v.lopent of their role in follow-up.
The risk assessment format proposed in this evaluation,
developed by Parkyn, identifies those children at risk tor
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developmental delay, neglect or abuse, physical. or emotional
probleas secondary to other handicaps, and children o~
families who have a potential for poor parent/child
interaction. This process enables the public health nurse
te refer more appropriately and in so doing, to optimize the
use of and access to various serrices and resources as
required. Central. to this process is the need for ongoing
consultation with appropriate school and school board
personnel to communicate results of the preschool screening,
Several referring agencies and school personnel
suggested that in order to increase communication, to
provide better follow-up and to decrease the stress in
families with identified problems, the results of preschool
assessments be reviewed by a team of professionals.
17. To d.v.lop •••cbani.. for ong'oing' •••ting.
witb tb. nur•• and .ppropriat. Scbool Board
and .cbool per.onnel aD • quarterly b••i. and
prior to .cbaol eDtry to r.view re.ult. of
the pr••chaol .cr.eDing'.
Cgmmunication of Results
FalIlily doctors expressed the need to be informed when
their preschool clients are referred from the Preschool
Health Check Program. for further assessment and reported
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that pre.ently this is not often 40n.. With im.plementation
of the Preschool Health Check Proqram in 1988 each Health
Unit developed forms to ensure cOJlUll.unlcation with physicians
regarding client referrals. Results from family physicians
in the boundaries of St. John's and Cistrict Health Unit
indicated that not all public health nurses are f"ollowinq
this procedure and as such, physicians are not always aware
that their preschool clients have been referred. The parkyn
risk assessment and follow-up process utilizes a letter to
notify the family doctor when an infant or preschool client
is being followed by the public health nurse.
Nursing Mangers of the St. John's and District Health
Unit are currently developing a "Referral for Further
Assessment" form. This form will be in triplicate with one
copy to be sent to the family doctor, one copy for the
referring aqency and one copy for the client's record. They
plan to use this form in the Preschool Health Check Program.
School personnel reported the results from the
Preschool Health check to be quite useful, however they
expressed concern regarding the need to develop a formal
process to share screening results as present communication
methods and reporting patterns are inconsistent. Staff from
the St. John's School Boards noted that guidelines have been
jointly developed, in collaboration with the Child Health
coordinator, outlining the procedure for notification of
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children with special health needs. At present there are no
formal cOlllJllunication methods or reportinq mechanisms in
place for at risk children.
1&. Collaborate an4 COllault with School Board. to
joillt1.y ••tablish guidelin•• for the
!lotitic.tioD or at risk chil.drell.
Perception of the Preschool Health Check Program
Many school personnel perceive the Preschool Health
Check as a school readiness assessment to be used for
curriculum planning and school placement, and not as a
health screening program. The program purpose, goals and
objectives need to be communicated to school personnel on
three levels - School Board, School Administrators and
Teachers. This communication should involve beth the Child
Health Coordinator and the Nurse responsible for each school
to ensure that consistent information is conveyed to all.
11. Child ae.lth Coordinator end tzae Iru.r••
jointl.y •••t witza appropriate achool.
peraonnel. (8chool. Boards, School
Adailliatrator. and oreachara) to discu.a the
purpo•• , qoal. and objectiv•• of pr••chool
.cr••nillq.
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[)PcwpentatiQD
Public Health Nu.rses repeatedly expressed their
trustration regarding issues relating to documentation,
includinq the need to decrease the amount of documentation
required and/or increase the time allotted tor
docuaentation, and the necessity of providing guidelines on
the rece_ended documentation procedures to ensure
consistency. It WAS also requested that the Preschool
Health Check Assess.ent Form. be revised to reflect
modifications in screening procedures (ie. Denver II).
20. Doc,..ntatloa. procedur•• be revl...4 witb aD
aia to atreaa1.1lla raqu.ir...nta &Ad revi••
fo~ •• D.e.dad to 8!1aUra cOD..lstency.
Continuing Education
In response to the questionnaire, Public Health Nurses
noted their dissatisfaction with the lack of continuinq
education pertaining to the Preschool Health Check Program.
Comments suggested a need for periodic review of various
aspects of the program such as screening components,
dOCWllentation requirements, reterral protocols, quidelines
for follow-up and updates on new information pertaining to
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preschool screening. Some referring agencies also commented
on the importance of conducting periodic reviews of the
screening components.
It must be noted, however, that Nursing Managers of the
St. John's and District Unit have an ongoing mechanism in
place through which Public Health Nurses identify their
health education needs. Prior to this study, topics
relating to preschool screening in general, and the
Preschool Health Check Program specifically, had not been
identified by nurses.
21. Deterain. the ong-aiAl} educational n••d. of
!lura•• ill relatioD to pr••chool 8cr••rai.D.q and.
pro.i4. the D.C••••ry education to •••t tho••
n••da.
Although not included for review in this study, it is
important to recognize that the assessment components of
anticipatory guidance and addressing parent concerns are
essential aspects of any preschool assessment. These
components of well child care are strongly supported in the
litera.ture and should remain core to any revised Preschool
Heal th Check Program.
It is recognized that some of the recommendations can
be implemented more readily than others; it is also
recoqnized that some aspects of the recommendations are
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current.ly being addressed through other initiatives of the
Department of Health and the Public Health Regions.
However, before taking steps to implement changes in any of
the program. components, this report should be discussed with
the other Public Health Regions.
22. That a Provinc!al _01:k.1119 Group ))•
••tull.bed to discu•• the
raco_endatioD. of the report. plan
to conduct • revi.. of the Pr••chool
K••l ttl. Check pr09r.. in other regions
a.u4 a strataqy to addr••• the
reeo_and.tioDa that CaD ba iapl..antad.
in the sbort tara.
Recommendations for Further Research
Further research might be done in the following areas:
1. Conduct a longitudinal study on the outcome
measures of the specific screening interventions
provided within the Preschool Health Check
Program.
2. Determine the cost effectiveness of the Preschool
Health Check Program.
3. Replicate this program evaluation of the Preschool
Heal th Check Program in other health regions of
the Prov ince.
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... Cc.pare outcomes of preschool children screened at
various aqes.
5. Evaluate the Behavioral Check List to deter1llin.
its ability to screen tor behavioral and emotional
problems in the preschool population.
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PRESCHOOL HEALTH S:a::r.LEi·S AND Q'ALOES
ABOUT PRESCHOOLERS Pceschool years are yeacs of rapid change,
incr••• ing independence and vastly expanc;ling:
skills and knowledge. These children:
continue to develop capidly in physical, social,
emotionaL behavioural. and cognitive spheces
have an enormous capacity Eor learning
:ive in an ever-widening world whece develocment is
stimulated and where caregivers other than" family
become important
experience changes in the protection that characterizes
infancy as it is qradually replaced by freedom to
E!xplore
are enthusiastic about thei~ increasi.ng autonomy. but
a::-e still not. self-reliant
ace impressionable, curious, and vulnerable to
accidents I injur les. communicable disease, and neglect.
are learning attit.udes and habits that can last a li':e-
,::'me
ABOlJT THEIR PARENTS - Parents are the pc :"mary influence in
Shaping t.heir child's development and have
the primary responsibilty for t.hat child's
;"re:l-beinq.
Parent;;; ;
are at 'Jar:,otls stages of their own development
have different levels of knowledae and sk.ills about.
r:hild-rear iog -
:leed and ·....ant to be oreoared to deal effec::ively ·... .:.th
both c.heir own and their child's development
:leed reassurance and support in parent':'ng
may need ':0 more actively seek. ':he infcrmation they
·...ant since healt.h unit cesources tend to be :Cess
:l..umerous and less visible than those offered during c.he
"new parent" year,
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caregivers and child care providers act as substitute. parents in
meeting the child's needs in the parent's absence. They:
need knowLedge and skills to deal appropriately with
pre-schoolers in their care
have needs that vary according to individual levels oE
educ&tic;lft. 1(nowledge. and ell:perienc:.
ABOO'T J!EALTR - The healt~ of preschoolers is largely dependent on
their parents or caregivers and is afEect.ed by
many factors which include:
an expanding environment and increasing exposure ':0 t.~e
outside wor!.d resulting in an increased susceptibili::y
to communicable disease and injury
eheir inves:igative nature and increasing incependenc:e
their parents' at:itudes and k.nowledge regarcing ~eall:~
their develcoino habits and atti:.udes tc.warC their
bodies themselves, hl!alth and health professionals
availability of health s@rvices inclucing ea!"ly
identificat:'on and p!"ompt inte~yention
ABOOT COMMUNITY ElEALTB: NURSING - Community health nl:csir:q ·... it!'\
thlS aqe gccup:
continues '::he focus on family !'\ealth establ i~hed du:- i:'l.g
the i:)renatal and infancy peciods
recognizes the neec :or :requent contact :'0 assess the
!'\ealth status and :'l.eeds of presc!'\ool child=en
~~~it~;;~~~n;~ t~~ p~~~~~~~~:r'~e:~~~~s~:~~t~n:n~bit~~~
styles
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UPIUlDIZ B
PuJ)lic B••lth 1lUr•• gu••tionnaire
scbool ••r.oDD.1 Qu••tioDJlaJ.re
&ey Inforw.ant Questiou.ire
"eterrillq Aqanci•• Qu••tionnaire
Puent gu••tiolUlaire
Interprovincial survey
Pocua Group Intervi•• ouiClel!n••
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PIlESCHOOL IlEALnt CHECK PROGRAM EVALUATION
l. DISTRIcr
PUBUC IlEALnt NUllSE QIJESTIONNAIRE
ST. SOHN'S EAST
ST. SOHN'S WEST
RURAL
2. Indicate your level of satisfaction regarding the foUowinI structure issues relatina to
the PruchooL Health Check Prop'am (1 • Quite dissatisfied; 2· lDdiffeul1t or
mildly dissatisfied; 3· Mostly satisfied: 4 • Very satisfied).
I 2 3 4 Comment if DOt satisfied
2.1 Clinic Space
Ca> location
(b) deanJiDess of dini<
(e) size of clinic
(dj ooise level
(e) privacy
<0 temperature
(g) access to tclepbonc
(bj other - specify
2.2 Equipment
(aj availability
(b) maintenance
(e) storage
(d) other - specify
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Comment if DOt satisfied
2.3 Resources
(a) Preschool Health Check
Manual
(b) other reference manuals
(e) forms
(d) titemure
(e) odler - specify
2.4 Availability of clerical suppon
2.5 Education
(a) initial inservice/ttaining
(b) continuina education
(c) other - specify
Overall Comments: _
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3. Indicate your satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Satisfaction • S; Diss.itisfaction "" D)
with the foUowing issues and assessment components of the Preschool Health Check
Program and provide comments. Use back of pqe if you need morc space.
ISSUES SatIsIIod(Sl/ COMMENTS
~(D)
Appointments
Cancellations/no shows/did not
attend
Tune allotted for initial assessment
Tune alloned for retesu
Length of screening
Documentation
History
lmmunization
Behaviour
Nutrition
Growth
Vision
Hearing
Speech
Development
Physic:al
Dental
Anticipatory guidan(C
4. Are there olMr areas of preschool a.ssessment that you feel are necessary and wbicb
nunes could do it if they were appropriately trained?
__ Yes __ No
(f "Yes-, specify the asses.smel1t area(s) _
S. Regarding the referral process. iDdicue if the (oUowinc issues are of concern to you.
lfyes, explain.
(a) assessment of children wbo have bad previous bea1th assessments by other
professiooals
_yes _00
Explain: _
(b) length of time to let a referral appointment
-yes 00
ExpIaiD: _
(c) receipt of referral reports from referrin& aa;cncy/persoa
-yes 00
ExpIaiD (ideDtify "IeDcy): _
(d) follow up by parents
-yes DO
Explain: _
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(e) coi:Iummicatioa with scbool{daycare persoanel
_yes
_DO
ExpIaiD: _
6. As a Public Health Nurse you. make direct referrals from the Preschool Health
Check Prosram to other bea.lth care profeuiooaJs.
(a) Ust those individuals to whom you make direc:t referrals.
(b) IdeDtify otber bealtb professiooals to wbom you wtlIl1d like to have direct
access for referring prescbool children.
7. Overall. bow satisfied are you with the Prescbool Health Check Program?
1. Very satisfied
2. Mostly satisfied
3. Indifferent or mildly dissatisifed
4. Quite dissali5ified
13'
8. What do you like about the prop-am?
9. What do you dislike about the proaram?
10. How could the program be improved?
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II. Additioaal Comments: _
USE BACK OF PAGES IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE
11IANK YOU FOR COMPLETING 11IIS QUESTlONNAlREl
Please return to: Ms. Moira O'Regan-Hogan
Fax # 729-5824; Tetephone # 729-3110
Please return on or before: October 4, 1993
Mailing address: Ms. Moira O'Regan-Hogan
Research Assistant
Dep>.rtment of Health
Community Health Division
P. O. Box 8700
Sl.lohn's, NF
AlB 416
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PllESCHooL REAL11I CHECIt PIlOGItAM EVALUAnON
SCHOOL PEIlSONNEL QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Indicate your position. (choose onc)
___ S<:hool Board: specify
S<:hool Principal
Kinclerpncn Teacher
____ Special Education Teacher
____ lntinerant Teacher
____ Educatioaal Psyc:bolopst
____ Educational Therapist
____ Gui<Wt<:e Couosellor
Other: specify
2. Ate you familiar with the Preschool Health Check Program which is conducted by
Public Health Nunes?
Yes
[f "ye3i", go to Question 3.
If "DO", go to Question 14.
No
3. Indicate your view of the Preschool Health Cbeclt Program in relation to education
programs wgeting preschool children:
4. Are results from tbe Prescbool Health Screenin& Program communicated to you?
Yes
If ·Yes", go to Question S
If "No", go to Question 10
No
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S. How are these. results communicated to you and by whom?
6. Is this method satisfactory?
Yes No
Comment:
7. In relation to school cntry. when are these results communicated to you'?
when the child bas Started lcinderpnen
June of me previous school year
April of the previous school year
January of the previous school year
Other. Specify _
14.
8. I.!l this time frame satisfactory?
--_Yes ___ No
Commenc _
9. Does information from the preschool screening assist you?
Yes No
If "Yes", explain. _
10. Are there other components which you would like to see included in the Preschool
Health Check Program?
Yes No
[f "Yes", list additional assessment areas and identify the professional whom you feel
could conduct this screening?
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11. l.D. your opinion. what are the strengths of the Preschool Health Check Program?
12. In your opinion. what are the weaknesses of this program?
The Royal Commission on Education. ~Our Children Our future-, adalowledged the
aced to develop a provincial prevention program and protocols on early childhood
development. The Commission recommended that the purpose of such an initiative
include the development of appropriate assessment procedures for children aged
3 years to identify those children not progressing with aae appropriate skills.
The Commission also recommended that school boards coordinate and encourage
prevention programs to link children with the school system at an earlier age.
13. Based upon your experience with the prescnt Preschool Health Cbcclt Program and
your role in the Education System, please comment aD these recommendations and
their implications for health programming.
14. Comments:
USE BACK OF PAGES IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE
1lIANK YOU FOR COMPLETING nilS QUESTIONNAIREl
Please rerum to: Ms. Moira O'Regan-Hogan
Fax: 729-5824; Telephooe: 729-3110
Please rerum on or before: October lS. 1993
Mailing address: Ids. Moira O'Regan Hogan
Research Assistant
Department of Health
Community Health Division
P.O. Box 8700
SL John's. NF
AlB 4J6
PII&SCROOL REAL1R amat PllOG8.UI EVALU"..nON
DY INIOUW'lT QUU'I1O!'1l'WU
1. Are "'" __ ..... the Prac:!IooI Hcaltll CIlect I'roInm wIIicIl is COlIduae4 byPublic HcaltIl _7
__ Ves __ No
U'yes",10 to Queslioll2.
U "00", I" to QuesIioIl 7,
2. Indicate your view of the Preschool Healtll CIlect 1'roIJam. _
3, Are there otller area(s) of sereeniDI wbich you would like to see included in the
Preschool Health Check Prosram7
__ Yes No
U 'yes", list tile additiooal area(s) and ideotify the professiooal whom you feel could
conduct this sereenina-
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6. How could this prOIfOIIl be imptovcd?
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7. e-. _
USE MCIt OF PAGES IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE
mANIt YOU FOil COMPLE11NG 11IIS QUESI10NNAIJlEl
Please rerum to: Ms. Moira O'Rcpn Kapil
F.. II: 729-S824; Tel II: 729-3110
Please return on or before: October 1.5. 1993
MailiDa address: Ms. Moira O'IlepIl-Hopn
R_AssisWl.
Deponmen. of Health
Community Health Di.woll
P.O. 80lt 8700
SL lollo'.. NF
Al8416
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PRESCHOOL IlEALnI CHECK PROGRAM EVALUATION
REFERRING AGENCIES QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Please indicate your affiliation:
__ audiology
__ child development clinic
(specify-J
__ early intervention/direct
borne services
__ family doctor
__ mental health professional
__ nuaitioDist
__ occupational therapy
__ ophthalmology
__ optometry
__ psychology
__ speech/I.".. pathology
__ other· specify _
2. The Public: Health Nurse makes refernls from the Preschool Health Check Program.
These referrals can be either direct or indirect.
A Qired: ",em' is onc which is forwarded to you directly &om the Public: Health
Nurse. For example. a preschool child fails the speech/language screening assessment
and is referred directly to a speech language pa.thologist.
An Igdlrt£1: mfcml is one which is forwarded to you from another health
professional. based upon information collected by the Public Health Nu.rse. For
example. the Public Health Nune refers a child to the Child Development OiDic for
assessment of gross motor sJcills and the child development clinic. following
assessment. refers this child to an occupational therapist for funher assessment.
Have the referrals you received been primarily __ Direct or __ Indirect?
Comments: _
..9
3. The Preschool Health Check: Program u..ses a variety of assessment methods in
screening preschool children:
COMPONENT ASSESSMENT MEn!OD
VISION
Visual Acuity Sheridan· Gardiner Test
Strabismus Corneal Liabt Reflex
Cover test
CoYer - uncover test
HEARING Pure tone audiomcuy (2Sdb at 500.
1000, 2000 and 4000 Ih; if aDy
failures retest at 30 db)
SPEECH and lANGUAGE Fluharty Speech and Language
Saeening: Tool
identification and articulation
comprebension
repetitioQ
DEVELOPMENT DDST-R
DDST
BEHAVIORAL/EMOTIONAL Focus on behavioral problems
through disc:ussioos with parenl(s).
Bebavioral Check. list may be used.
NUl1UTlON/GROWIH Nutrition Questionnaire
weight· for -height, mid arm
circumference
DENTAL inspect teeth
inquire re: dental visit
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3. Please comment on tbe specific assessment methodes) used in the Preschool Health
Check Program related to your area of expertise. Include refereoce to the validity,
reliability, relevance. currency and comprehensiveness of assessment tools used.
Component A:j$cssment Method Cgmment:j
4. Provide comments regarding the referral proces!i resulting from the Preschool Health
Check Program. lnclude reference to the quality, appropriateness and completeness
of referrals.
5. Additional Comments:
USE BACK OF PAGES IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE
rnANK YOU FOR COMPLETING nils QUESTlONNAIREl
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Please retun1 to; Ms. Moira O'Repn Hogan
Fax #: 729-5824; Telepbone: 729-3110
Please return on or before: October 15. 1993
Mailing address: Ms. Moira O'Regan Hogan
Research Assistant
DepanmcDt of Health
Community Health Division
P. O. Box 8700
SL Jobn's, NF
AlB 416
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PRESCHOOL IlEALTii CHECK PIlOGJlAM EVALUATION
REFERRING AGENCIES QUESTIONNAIRE
l. Please indicate your affiliation.:
__ audiology
__ child development clinic
(specify-J
__ early intervention/direct
home services
__ family doctor
__ mental health professional
__ nutritioaist
__ occupatioaal therapy
__ ophthalmology
__ optometry
__ psychology
__ speech/lang. pathology
__ other - specify _
2. The Public Health Nurse makes referrals from the Preschool Health Check Program.
These referrals can be either direct or indirect.
A Direct rrrcml is onc which is forwarded (0 you directly from the Public Health
Nurse. For example. a preschool child fails the speccbflanguage screening a.sses.sment
and is referred directly to a speech language pathologisL
An Indirut Recrral is one which is forwarded to you from another bealth
professional. based upon information collected by the Public Health Nurse. For
example., the Public Health Nurse refers a child to the Child Development Clinic for
assessment of gross motor skills and the c;hild development clinic. following
assessmem. refers this child to an occupational therapist for funber assessmenL
Have the referrals you received been primarily __ Direct or __ lndirect?
Comments: _
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3. The Preschool Health Check Program uses a variety of assessment methods in
screening preschool children.:
COMPONENT
VISION
Visual Acuity
Strabismus
HEARING
SPEECH and LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT
BEHAVIORAL/EMOTIONAL
NljTRmON/GROWTH
DENTAL
ASSESSMENT METHOD
Sheridan· Gardiner Test
. Corneal Ught Reflex
. Cover test
Cover - uncover test
Pure lonc audiometry (2Sdb at 500.
1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz; if any
failures retest at 30 db)
Fluharty Speech and Language
Screening Tool
identification and articulatioll
. comprehension
repetition
DDST-R
DDST
Focus on behavioral problems
through discussions with pareot(s).
Behavioral Check Ust may be used.
Nutrition Questionnaire
weight - for -height, mid arm
circumference
inspect tceth
inquire re: dental visit
1••
3. Please comment on the specific assessment methodes) used in the Preschool Health
Check Program related to your area of expertise. Include reference to the validity,
reliability, relevance. currency and comprehensiveness of assessment tools used.
Cp01DQDcm A5s§smcDt Method Comment:;
4. Provide comments regarding the referral process resulting from the Preschool Health
Check Program. [nelude reference to the quality, appropriateness and completeness
of referrals.
5. Additional Comments:
USE BACK OF PAGES IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE
nIANK YOU FOR COMPLETING TIllS QUESTIONNAIRE!
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Please return to: Ms. Moira O'Regan Hogan
Fax #: 729-5824; Telephone: 729-3110
Please return on or before: October 15, 1993
Mailing address: Ms. Moira O'Regan Hogan
Research Assistant
Department of Health
Community Health Division
P. O. Box: 8700
St. Jobn's, NF
AlB 416
15. _N_
PIl£SCHOOL HEALTH CHECK PROGIIAM EVALUAnON
PARENT QVESTlONNADtEf\'ELEPHONE SUllVEY
PART [
1.1 Child's date of birth: Yr, __ Moo __ Day __
1.2 Child's sex: Male __ Female
1.3 Area; __ East/West __ Rural
PART n
2.1 How did you first learn about the Preschool Health Oed: Program?
2.2 What clinic did you attend for me preschool health check? Specify clinic
name/location _
2.3 Were you satisfied with the physical environment of the clinic: you anended
for the Preschool Health Check?
Yes
[f "No", briefly explain:
No
2.4 Was the clinic area quiet and private?
__ Yes No
2.5 Did the nurse take time to belp your child feel comfonablc before beginning
the assessment?
-_Yes No
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2.6 Durin& the clinic visit was time allowed. for you to ask questiOllS or express
concerns?
__ Yes No
2.7 Were the results of the screenina tests discussed with you wben your child's
assessment was complete?
Yes No
2.8 Did the nurse identify any of the (oUawing needs/concerns with you about
your child?
YES NO CAN'T
RECALL
Vision
Hearing
Speech/Languaae
Development
Bebaviour
Nutrition
Dental
Other: specify
If any ~yes", go to Question 2.9
If all ~No". go to Question 2.13
15.
2.9 W~ your dIild referred to see someone else because of tbe5e needs/tOnarns?
If -y~. indicate bow loal your child bad to wait (0 see this person/th~ pc!:rsoru:
COMPONENT REFERRED WAITING TIME
Yes No ·3 .... 3-4i .... ., .... Call't
Recall
VISion
Hearin&
Speech/language
Development
Behaviour
Nutrition
Dental
Other ___
---
If all "No", go to Question 2.1 t
2.10 Was your child in kinderganen before he/she received foUow up?
__ Yes __ No
2.11 Were you aware that your child had these needs/concerns before
attendin. the preschool screening clinic?
__ Yes
If wyes", go to Question 2.12
If "No", ao to Question 2.14
No
2.12 Who identified this need/concern?
Specify _
Go to Question 2.14
1S.
2.13 If the'" we", DO nceds/"*OnIS idelI1iIIcd cIuriDI the p_I .............
we'" urr of the foUowiDI oeeds/QlllCOl'llS ideotified Dace your dIi1d started
kiDderpnen?
YES NO
VlSioa.
Heann,
SpecchfUolu..e
Development
Behaviour
Nutrition
Deotal
Other. specify
[f any ~Yes~. go to Question 2.15
If any -No", go to Question 2.17
2.14 Aside from those needs/concerns identified by the Public Health Nurse durina
the preschool assessment. were any of the followin& needs/coacerDS identified
once your child staned kindergarten?
YES NO
ViSion
Heariol
Speech/Laoauage
Development
Behaviour
NuuitiOD
Deotal
Other
If any "y.... go to Qu..tioo 2.15.
[f allY -no", 10 to Question 2.16.
1.0
2.15 Do you reel these aeeds/coacems sIlouId have been identified before
your cbiId started kinderpnen?
_·_Yes __ No
Explain: _
2.16 What professionals have been or currently are involved. in your child's care?
(check all that apply)
child development clinic
dentist
direct home services
eye specialist
family doctor
hearing specialist
scbool specialistS
speech/lallill'" pathologist
alber, specify:
_ nODe
nutritioaist
OCalpaOOnal therapist
pbysiOtherapist
provincial perinatal program
psycholQlist
public health nurse
social worker
2.17 What did you like about the preschool health check prosra.m?
1.1
2.18 What did you dislike about the~ beallh cIIcck ptOIRlIl?
2.19 What ways could the program be improved?
2.20 Overall, bow satisfied are you with the service you received at the Preschool
Health Check: Program?
1. Very satisfied
2. Mostly satisfied
3. Indifferent or mildly dissatisfied
4. Quite dissatisfied
'.2
PRESCHOOL 1IEAL'llI CHECK PROGRAM EVALUATION
INTERPROVINCIAL SURVEY
1. Provi.ace
2. Does your province conduct an assessment program for preschool children?
___ Yes No
If "Yes", How long bas this program been in place?
If "No", go to Question 19.
3. Indicate the nature of this assessment program
__ Mass screening
Briefly describe:
__ Targeted screening Other
4. At what age is this assessment conducted?
S. What is (are) the purpose(s) of this assessment?
6. 00 Public: Health Nurses conduct this assessment in your province?
Yes
If "Yes". go to Question 7.
[f ~No". go to Question 8.
No
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7. Do these nUlSCS receive specializ.ed. preparation?
--_Yes ___ No
If "Yes·, explain _
Go to Question 9.
8. Identify the specific group which conducts preschool health assessment in your
province?
9. Arc there other agencies in your province conducting preschool health assessment
programs?
Yes No
If "Yes~. identify the group(s) _
10. List the components of preschool health which are assessed during this program (eg.
vision, hearing. development. speech/language)
,..
11. Ust me a55CSSDleDl tools/instruments utilized for eacb component ofyour preschool
program identified in Question 10 (e.g. visual aaJ.ity - Sheridan Gardiner.
developmen. - DDST; speecb/language - Fluharty Preschool Speech and L=guage
Sc:reening Test).
PJ'cKbool Haith ComP9unt t.qc:ymcpt Tool Used
12 Identify the referral pattern for each specific screening component you listed in
Question 11.
Prticllool HeaI.h
ScreeniDg Component
Rererrol
AgeD'
lsllUs__.......,... .......
your wi (I), outside yo.. unit (0)
or on retaiHf by your unit (R)
"5
13. Do you provide immunization at the time of this assessment?
___ Yes No
If "No·, when and by whom is immunization provided?
14. Have you conducted an evaluation of your preschool program or any of its
components?
___ Yes ___ No
[f "Yes-, briefly describe the overall results of this evaluation.
IS. Provide a brief explanation of bow your program is monitored. (eg. process of
tracking follow-up and outcome data; methods used; resources available).
,..
16. list the .....,u.s of your presdlool ..........nt program.
17. Identify weaknesses with your preschool assessmem prop-am.
18. Do you plan to continue providing a preschool health assessment program?
Yes No
Comments:
19. Additional comments:
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20. Please iDdicate if you will be forwarding by mail additionallnformation on presd1oo.l
health .-.me", programs.
Yes No
USE BACK OF PAGES IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE
DIANK YOU FOR COMPLETING nus QlJES110NNAIREI
Please return to: Ms. Moira O'Regan-Hogan
Fax #: (709) 729-5824: Telephone (709) 729-3110
Please rerum on or before: ••••••,
Mailing address: Ms. Moira O'Regan-Hogan
Research Assistant
Department of Health
Community Health Division
P.O. Box 8700
$L John's. NF
AlB 416
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PUac:BOOL U&Ln CJQCK PItOGIlU r1aLDTJ:O.
:roc:tJ8 (mOW IJI'l'BDIn GtrIDBLDlBS
~: l. To ensure that the analysis of data regarding
interpreting and summarizing results is not conducted in isolation
2. To contribute to the utility of the evaluation while assuring
all who should be involved are.
~: Stakeholders will be presented the preliminary
results of the collected data along with other pertinent
requirements. The group will meet for several hours to discuss
their interpretations of the information collected and analyzed
during the evaluation period. This method will serve to bring
multiple perspectives to the interpretation task.
~: Findings for the stUdy will be systematically
reviewed with each. participant interpreting each finding and the
researcher contributing her own interpretation. Permission will be
requested for the discussions of the meeting to be tape recorded so
that all interpretations and their reasons can be available to be
applied to the final data analysis.
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APPBIIDI.J: C
E.o:uIty of Eduation
To: Dr. Frank Riggs, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies
From: Dr. Walter C Okshevsky, Chair, Ethics Review Committee
Subject Ms. M. ORegan-Hogan's thesis proposal
The Committee has completed its initial consideration of Ms. O'Regan-Hogan's thesis proposal
entitled nAn evaluation of the preschool health check programn and wishes to convey to you and Ms.
C'Regan-Hogul !:he follow".ng t'eCOnm>..er.c!ations regarding requirements for approval of her proposal.
As the submitted instruments have already been used in the gathering of data for the Evaluation
conducted by Ms. O'Regan-Hogan for the Department of Health. she is not required to submit these to
the Committee for approvat Given Pl'l'Sent University and Faculty Guidelines, the Committee requires
a copy of the Letter of Consent for Ms Joan Dawe, Assistant Deputy Minister, Community Health
Division, in which the types and sources of data required for the purposes of Ms. O'Regan-Hagan's
thesis research are clearly itemized. Funher, the sections of her proposal dealing with methodology
need to be revised/up-dated to indicate the present stage of her thesis work.
[f I or any other member of the Committee may at this time be of further assistance to you, please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Walter Co Okshevsky
Committee members: Drs. Singh, Sharpe, Seifert, Canning. Okshevsky
cc: Dr. Patricia Canning. Associate Dean, Research and Development
$I John"s" ScwtcllndLand. D.~d;1. .... 18 )X8. F.. ,7()91 737·J34~. Tdu Ot6·~tOt
DATE; 1995 02 28
TO; Or. Walt.er C. Okshevsky, Chair, Ethics Review Commit.t.ee,
Facult.y of Education
FROM; George A. Hickman, Director of Human Resources
SUBJECT; MS. MOIRA O'REGAN-ROGAN'S THESIS PROPOSAL
In reference t.o your lett.er of February 7, 1995, to Or. Prank
Riggs, Associat.e Dean, Graduate Programs, please find at.t.ached
copies of the following letters;
December 1, 1994 LetCer from Ms.Moira O'Regan-Hogan to Ms.
Joan Dawe, Department of Health.
January 10, 1995 Letter of permission from Ms. Joan cawe
to Ms. Moira O'Regan-Hogan. This is
accompanied by a • Preservation of
Confidentiality Stal:ement..·
During the development of the t:hesis t:ext, sections of the proposal
dealing wit.h met.hodology will be revised as necessary,
On behalf of the Thesis Commit.t:ee and Ms. O'Regan-Hogan, I would
like t.o t.hank your Committee for t:heir cooperat:ion and assist:ance.
We are confident: t.hat: t:he thesis will now be completed during the
next few mont.hs.
George A. Hickman
/km
Attachment
Dr. F. Riggs
Dr. P. Canning
v'MS. M. O'Regan-Hogan
Dr. R. Kelleher
Ms. L. Vivian-Book
172 Briarcliffe
P. O. Box 100
Bay Bulls, NF
AOA 1CO
December 1, 1994
Mrs. J. Dawe
Assistant Deputy Minister
Department of Health, and
Chair, Provincial Quality Assurance Program
P. Q. Box 8700
St. John's, NF
AlB 4J6
Dear Mrs. Dawe:
As you may recall, in August of 1993 I was hired as a Research
Assistant with the Department of Health, Community Health Division,
to perform an evaluation of the Preschool Health Check Program in
the St. John's , District Health Unit. This evaluation was
undertaken through direction from the Provincial Quality Assurance
committee. The evaluation has since been completed and a written
report was submitted to the Community Health Quality Assurance
Subcommittee. At the time of my hiring, verbal agreement was
obtained for me to access data from this study for inclusion in a
thesis I was completing at Memorial University in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the deqree of Master of
Education.
The purpose of my writing. to you at this time is to formally
request written permission to access the aforementioned study to
form the database of my thesis as outlined above. 'tour earliest
attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated.
Moira Q'ReganJHoqan
Dr. F. Riggs,
Associate Dean Graduate Programs,
Memorial University
Dr. G. Hickman,
Director Human Resources,
Memorial University
Ks. Helen Lawlor,
Provincial Consultant Public Health Nursing,
Department of Health
Ms. Lynn Vivian-Book,
Parent and Child Consultant
Department of Health
GOVERNMENT OF
NBVFOUNDL\ND AND LABRADOR
Department of Health
January 10. 1995
Ms. Moira O'Regan Hogan
P.O. Box 100
Bay Bulls, NF
ADA lCO
Dear Ms. O'Regan-Hogan:
Funher to your request o( December I, 1994, this is to give you permission to access
information from the Pre·School Health Check Program Evaluation Study of the former St.
John's and District Health Unit.
Enclosed are twO copies of a PreservatioD of Confidentiality Statement (or you to
complete. Please rerum one to me and the other should be submitted to your thesis
supervisor.
I truSt this is satisfactory.
Sincerely,
I 'J~ Dawe
, Assistant Deputy Minister
Community Health Division
cc: Helen Lawlor
Lynn Vivian·Book
Dr. G. Hickman
Dr. F. Riggs
GOVERNMENT OF
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
Department orHealth
PRESERVATION or CONfIDENTiAlITY STATEMENT
WHEREAS the infonnation held by the Community Health Branch of the Department of
Healtb. to which I request access, may be persoDal aDd coofidcmial:
I, MOl!!.... O'rlE6N _ ;264"0" , agree to do my utmost co respect UId prot«t \be
sensitivity aDd coofidenriality of the information 10 which 1 have beeo gramed access in me
pursuit of my research.
1 further agree dIat 1 will ensure that any person wortiDg with me or under my direction.
woo will bave access to the confidential informatioa, subject of this statement, will have signed
a statement identical in form to this, before gaini.ng access to any of the information.
I further agree that l will ensure that no research data or materials will be gatbeted or
created, in whole or in part, based on coofidentiaJ infonnarioo, wbicb could lead 10 the
identification of aoy individual.
DATED .. B4Y a ."r
WITNESSED BY:
(N;;ry.. Justice of P<o<e... Lawyer)
AMBROSE HEAKN
Justice of the Peace
Province 01 NewlOUJlllll
SIGNED BY:




